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THEY COME IN AND GO OUTP#

.
Berlin . . . Milan . . .
any stations you desire . . . as
you turn the knob they come in
and go out without colliding.

Paris

.

.

Fit your set with a Dubilier K.C.
Condenser which is specially designed to give adequate distribution of the stations round the dial
and uniform Kilocycle tuning

when used with the Dubilier
Toroids.
Complete

with knob
and dial
and slow.
motion

Without knob, dial or slowmotion device, '0003 or '0005

81 -

Visit us at
STANDS Nos. -102 and 103
Radio

Exhibition, Olympia,

September 22-29

and see the many new Dubilier
Components.

device.

Two capacities, '0003 (max.)
and '0005 (max.). One -hole

clearance.
1/2 - inch
Slow motion device is entirely
free from backlash, and gives
fixing

approximate reduction ratio
200 to 1.

DUBILIER
am, CONDENSERS
40 Mt a

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd , Ducon Works, Victoria Road, No;th Acton, W.3.
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lasting melody in every Cossor

?ERE'S
Valve. They retain their purity of tone for
an enormous length of time and are exceptionally
economical in the use of current. Cossor Valves
bring in distant stations with surprising ease and
volume. The remarkable success of the famous

" Cossor Melody Maker" is mostly due to its
Cossor Valves. Cossor Valves improve any
Receiver.

Use them throughout your

Set.
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.

"

Scheme-Theatre Broadcasts-Has Radio a " SSeason ?-News from
Afar-Blow at Elementary Education-Canada Takes Action.

Regional

The

Nothing Like " Brass.".
is rich ! We are all familiar with

THIS
the type of tenant who expects his

landlord to bait the mouse -traps,
repair the boot -scraper, fit the Cbalshed
with draught excluders, and have the dustbin dry cleaned. But I recently heard.of a
man who actually S.O.S.'d his landlord on
account of a broken-down aerial !
Still Hope.

YES, I have hit on something new to be

achieved by the home constructor.

A winner ! Whilst strolling through
the " old town " of a seaport, all amongst
the fisherfolks' cottages, I saw something
in a parlour window which reminded me
that no one has yet built a set in a bottle.
Has he ? Well, if a tarry old skipper with
thumbs like potatoes can get a full-rigged
barquentine, with all the canvas on her,

into a bottle, why can't our nimble -fingered

comrades insinuate a crystal set into a

controls, too !

And wood and ebonite

enough to build a maisonette !
The Regional Scheme.

I IKE the notorious " mills of God," which
are reputed to operate on an exceed-

L

ingly low gear, the regional scheme

slowly grinds along. London settled, I now

not exactly a mystery but a wail of despair
trOm an Anglo-Saxon confronted with the
,Latin mind. The French are said to be so
frightfully logical, too ! The latest idea is
to give private, ten years' concessions, to
encourage, the erection of regional Stations
by, local initiative and to empower Agricultural Committees, Departmental ,Councils

learn that the studio for the Northern

of Chambers of Commerce, to found limited
companies for broadcasting, etc. They

is still a matter on the knees of the gods,
though it is supposed to be' somewhere in
the Pennines. Yes, please choose a nice

stations, and all sorts of offices and councils
are to be created. I'm sorry ! Another

station is to be at Manchester. That's
something ! But the site of the transmitter

hilly place !

want three national and eighteen regional
,iness in the offing !
Theatre Broadcasts.

French Broadcasting.

FRANCE seems to be in agonies over

broadcasting. Why they do not plan
some simple, common-sense scheme is

THE Sir D. Stollian theory that broadcasts of theatrical pieces is damaging

to theatrical interests has spread to
(Continued on next page.)

RESCUED BY RADIO.

similar position ?
The Choice of a Set.
WE, of course, do not choose sets; we
are inspired-and then we make 'era.
But some people, who " garden " or

collect things, must perforce buy readymades. Hence the numerous articlei on
" How to choose your set this coming

-season."

As if a man buys a set for a

season, like ladies their costumes ! Here is
my advice. Ask the man whether it is
thoroughbred and past the distemper ; how

many hours to the gallon can she put

up ; guaranteed unshrinkable ; fast colours ;

left or right drive ; does it deliver talks,
music, or voh-de-ville ; has it a television
attachment, f.w. brakes, and a little oil -bath ?
The Bad (Not Very) Old Days.

ALL this chatter about sets calls to
mind the great progress made in
design and marketing since 1922,

which year saw the birth of' broadcasting.

Some of the sets sold then would now, make
a discriminating listener fly to cocaine as a
solace from the nightmare. Crystal sets,
with solenoid inductances as big as mangle
rollers, sold easily for £5 apiece, and if you
were lucky you could get a nice three-valver
for £60. Oh, gollies ! I helped a relative

to one of them, all in good faith, and you
ought to hear the row ! Only about ten

This is the Marconi apparatus which was installed on Captain Courtney's plane, and which was the
direct saviour of his life when he dramatically dropped into the vast Atlantic. The gear was installed
rear of the machine. A special Marconi
in the pilot's cockpit, and the photo was taken looking at
A D 6 receiver and transmitter and the Marconi A D 6 Direction Finder, consisting of tuner (top)
and amplifier (lower panel), were employed.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

not done," and swooned away. My young

(Continued from previous page.)

does it all with a " Hale," 1-C-2. He produces 23 stations, including Eiffel Tower,

Paris, in the face of the proofs that such
selected tastes of good fare do, in effect,
attract people to pay money at box -offices.

I give it up, and can say only that theatre
proprietors generally must be lacking in the
flair for publicity.
Has Radio A " Season "
DR. A. N. GOLDSMITH, who is a pioneer
in radio -telephony, has given birth to
the axiom that " Radio, unlike canned
goods, has no winter or summer season." I

disciple is a stickler for long -wave work and

and Croydon, plus three mysteries, two
" probably Russian," and one " probably
Stamboul." Take a radio badge, sonny !
And build the " Sydney " Two.
News from Afar.

COME we now to sterner work !

No less

eternity, but A. N. G. surely writes for
America alone. Because I feel sure that

R.A.F., owns one of four sets round about.
This cheery gang of radio ruffians, when
not in the air " on their lawful occasions,"

the turn " for the better " occurred when
the first Queen's Hall " prom." concert was
relayed.
The Phoenix.

AMERICAN news relates that " Ford is
negotiating for the purchase of Menlo
Park, N.J.," the place where Edison

worked when he leapt into fame as the
" Electrical Wizard." F. and E. are thick

as thieves, and hurl bouquets at each other.
As we perhaps owe the valve to the " Edison

effect," this news is of interest, but one

dreads what may come of the deal. Will F.
breed mass-produced electrons there, or will
he bring forth a cheaper kind of electricity
suitable only for his cars and for sets which
respond only to chamber music ?
The Yellow Underwing.

THE juniors can push a pretty pen when
they choose, and we are always glad
to hear from readers whose voices are
not broken and whose consciences are still
working. Much association with Valve Barts

renders us cynical, I fear. Here's young

P. H. (Langport), aged 13 (" aetat," he calls

it, which is Maori, if I mistake not), who
has been trying to make the blood of the

Editor of the " Wireless Constructor "
creep. Mr. Harris's blood has not crept for

many years, so he has passed the letter to
gentle Ariel.

T HAVE no blood to creep. My vascular
1 system is filled with the milk of human
kindness.

So I'll try yours. Behold

a peaceful " interior." Mother seated,
writing ! Suddenly enter a noise like the
gnawing of a rat. Shoo-ing wouldn't stop
it, and after a search the source of the row

was D.F.'d to the " Baby " Sterling loud
speaker, which became silent on being
inverted.

Next evening, again the ghostly

fret of the worm that dieth not. Postmortem on the loud speaker revealed a

Yellow Underwing moth flapping heftily
against diaphragm and getting a big output
for its money.
The Young Die -Hard.
HULLO -EE ! What's this ? A fifteen -

year -old, who has forgotten his name

but who lives at Hythe, Kent-where
the crypt is that harbours oodles of skulls
belonging to ancient warriors-actually has

the priceless nerve to demand a Valve
artship.

take to be Acting Lance -Corporal of the

comes to earth to lend a few ears to the
ether.

They want 5 S W good and hard, as

"PCJJ is not very good now ; in fact,

5 S W is the only one of note. Java next."
Greetings from 'rains -House, boys ! The
Elephant and Castle still stands. Also the
Empire !
Cheer -oh !
Mine's a weak
lemonade !
Listeners' Notes.
SEPTEMBER 5th. 5 G B.

" Grave to

Gay " programme, from solemn overtures to merry German (Edward)
dances. September 6th.
5 G B. Our
Mabel and the Bugginses again. I forgot

to mention September 1st at 2 L 0, when
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111k

SHORT WAVES.
Salesman :

set we have.

My secretary simply said, " It's

body has now agreed to permit listening at any time during school hours after the .
present holidays. I am sorry to hear it.

Schools ought to be places for children to
work in.
If the matter to which the children listen
is educational it would be better given by
the masters and mistresses. If the subjects
are outside the curricula they are not necessary-if the L.C.C. Education Dept. is doing
its job properly.
B.B.C. Versu., Fish.

IT is really pleasant to discover instances
of the usefulness of the B.B.C.'s
non -recreative items, as they are so
0

few and far

between.

The skipper of

the drifter " Ascendant " wrote to the
Aberdeen station recently, as follows :

" I went to sea on Monday and caught

nothing. So was laying out. I received
your four o'clock broadcast which said that

good fishing was got 50 miles S.E.

" This is the most selective

You can absolutely tune out

every station except the one you want."
Sandy : " Aweel, it ,..ems tae me 'twould

be better, gin ye could get mair than ane.
'Tie nae use wasting guid music when ye
ha' paid oot shier tae hear it."-" Radio
News."

of

Stronsay, so I proceeded there and was lucky

enough to get a shot of 90 cram of very
fine herrings, which sold for 39s. 3d. per
cran." It seems almost unfair to the fish,
doesn't it ?
The Wireless Doctor.

T HAD a very instructive half-hour re1 cently with the owner of a " wireless
shop, who is continually being con-

sulted by non -technical radio users. His
record of "cases " shows that the majority
of casualties are due to spent H.T. batteries
and burnt -out transformers. Second place

is taken by aerial faults and connections
wrongly replaced after movement of batteries. Cheap sets, he says, develop the

father tried to repair it.

most obscure and amazing faults ; wherein
lies a moral. And he added that in many
instances, in which his clients were ladies,

When you buy that new super -six valve
set with a range of ten thousand miles, if at

trouble.

" Valueless wireless set ; new device," we
read in a Sunday paper.

Well, ours hasn't been much good since

first you don't succeed, lie, lie, lie again.

ALWAYS FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS.

Sharpe (radio expert) : " What on earth
are you grinding up that copper wire for ?"
Dulle (radio novice) : " Well, I'm putting

in my radio ret, and it says here that good

The Yellow Underwing (Part 2).

Blow at Elementary Education.

THE B.B.C. says that after four years'
negotiations with the L.C.C., that

Hilversum, Ostend, and (bless him !) Lympne

don't think that he is quite so sound as

over here the B.B.C. consciously regulates
its programmes a la season. This summer
has been drivelling " in the radio line, and

was a tonic, indeed.

Scheveningen, Norddeich, Paris, Daventry,

than the radio game as played by
Britain's sons at Risalpur, on the
N.W. Frontier of India. E. R. T., who I

friend Euclid in the matter of axioms. That
pest Euclid holds good for time, space, and

Ella Retford and Tommy Handley appear.

And-where is the Vicar of Mirth ? He

ground wire is the most important thing about
the installation."
The debt I owe to radio
I know I cannot pay ;
And now there whispers down the wind
A wonder due to-day-

It's all that television plan
(Confusing, I confess) ;
I hope to see that " Magic Isle "
The " Wrigley Spearmen " stress.
" The senator's a consistent prohibitionist, isn't he ? "
links : " I'll say he is. He wouldn't even
Blinks :

have a wet battery on his radio set."" Radio News."

" Such tests are doubtless interesting, but
they do not prove that wireless as such has
any particular power to overcome deafnessl
nor dins one quite see how that could be,'
we read in the " Morning Post."
In fact, one often fervently wishes it would
have the opposite effect.
Householder (from above, disturbed by
voices downstairs) : " Who's there ? "

Burglar (with great presence of mind) :
"WRNY now closing down. Good -night;
everybody."-" Science and Invention."

!anion umiondminnim inuann ononumi:

he found that by some peculiar mental
process they blamed the B.B.C. for their
Canada Takes Action.

CANADA is going after interferers with
radio with the deadly persistence of
the bloodhound. Practically all the

electrical power there is carried on overhead
lines, to which, during 1927, 80.7 per cent.

of the interference with broadcast recep-

tion was traced. Now-all the

revenue,

nearly £40,000, derived from licence fees, is
devoted to detecting and suppressing electrical

What a GovernGolly !
interference.
ment ! Fifteen cars are on the job. During
the year ended March 31st, 5,436 sources of

trouble were investigated, of which 4,880
were definitely reported cured. It sounds
too good to be true, yet I believe it, because
I know the " live wire " who does it.
Yo, Ho, Ho !

"-

OVER here we call them " pirates
those innocent gentry who bilk the
Post Office of licence fees and give

the most heartrending excuses for so doing.
In Germany they are not so romantic, and

call them Schwarkbrer," which is very
nasty. Nevertheless, the penalty seems to
be having effect, because in the quarter
Jan. -March only 551 were sentenced, as
against 618 in the period Oct. -Dec., 1927.
ARIEL.
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Some further interesting facts relating to radio conditions across the Atlantic.
By LAWRENCE W. CORBETT,

Formerly " P.117 .'s " Correspondent in America.

_ft
ADEVELOPMENT that is likely to have
a far-reaching effect on radio broadcasting in the United States has

teresting to see of what little avail their

carries more significance than at first meets
the eye. The nomination of Herbert Hoover
by the Republican party as their candidate
for the presidency of the United States will
be generally approved by the radio industry,
and if, as is popularly predicted, Secretary
of Commerce Hoover is finally elected to be

American listener if for no other reason
than that, as President, it would fall to him
to elect new radio commissioners when the

recently come about-a development that

the spokesman of his country, listeners

throughout the United States may feel that
their president will see to it that an intelligent and shrewd administration of radio is
effected.

It would be silly to say that Secretary

efforts have been.

Herbert Hoover's election to the presi-

dency would be a popular one to the

terms of the present radio commission
members expire, or in the event of their
premature resignation.

A Non -Technical Commission.

The present radio commission has been
singularly lacking in initiative in the
administration of its business. Although it

came into being over a year ago it has done
nothing useful to alleviate broadcasting

Hoover was unknown before the advent of congestion.
broadcasting ; but it

Sadly, none of its members

can claim that technical knowledge which

one would rightly suppose should be an
essential qualification of a commissioner

entrusted with the correction of the present
chaotic state of affairs.
The commission, indeed, has had a
stormy time, for, by death or resignation,
most of the original five members have had

to be replaced.

The latest appointee is Judge Ira E.
Robinson, who is now chairman of the

commission. As an expression of the feeling
which coincides with most of the President's
steps in choosing radio commission members,

would, on the other

tion to add that he

" Radio Broadcast "

made millions of

of New York :

friends through his
judicious control of

Unqualified 1.

broadcasting when in
its swaddling -clothes
days. Nowadays, as

" We weary of com-

plaining of the President's appointment to
the Commission of

most people know,
broadcasting in the
United States is controlled by a commission, the members of
which are appointed

men totally unfamilia r

with the problem.

Judge Robinson is a

delightful character
and adds decidedly to
the social grace of the
Commission. Years of
legal training have
vested him with what
might be termed as an
excess of caution, and
the President may rest
secure that, while the
Commission is under
his leadership, nothing

by the President ; and

Secretary H oover,
who at one time reign-

ed supreme, has no

longer any say in the
matter.
Radio Control.

It was largely due
to his political oppon-

ents that power of

but well -considered

steps will be taken.
The Judge is totally

control was removed
by legislation from

his hands, for they

unqualified from the

radiostandpoint,

feared at the time that
he was becoming too

having not the least

influential in State

understanding

matters and was gain-

possible presidential

candidate.

It is

in-

we cannot do better

than quote from a
recent editorial in

hand, be no exaggera-

ing in favour as a

Each time a vacancy

occurred it was hoped that President
Coolidge would fill the post with a technical
expert, but every time he has failed, turning
instead to a lawyer or such -like.

service
An impressive ceremony at the occasion of the opening of station W G B 9, of New York. The American
flag was hoisted on one of the poles supporting the aerial system, while Bailey Paskman,.the station director,

broke a bottle of champagne, thus officially " christening " this new Astoria station.

of

and hetero-

dyne ranges and
broadcast congestion.
(Continued cn next page)
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RADIO'S " STARS "AND `i STRIPES."
(Continued from previous page.)

t

*-4----------------o-s-4-*
. What the Commission most needs is
one or two commissioners who have some
understanding of radio."
. .

each day he hears of something new and
revolutionary being developed he is going

to wait for the ideal receiver' which cannot
be so very far off.
That poor programmes are the cause of
lack of interest in wireless is only a weak
excuse applicable, perhaps, to out-of-theway towns and villages where talent is at a

facturer may apply for a patent for a piece
of wireless equipment which may be out
of date by the time the patent is granted.
Wireless " Pirates."

Unscrupulous manufacturers, as soon as

a new wireless device appears on the

market, copy it to the minutest detail. They

In the larger cities the pro-

know full well that they will hardly be

With a man like Hoover, then, whose
sympathies are in accord with those of

several to choose from, are excellent. And
" chain," 'or simultaneous, broadcasting

wireless enthusiasts.
Everything else notwithstanding,

ditions are favourable.

is prohibitive and might possibly absorb
all the profits made from marketing the
device under discussion.
There are very few exceptions to the
rule that three months after any new piece
of wireless equipment is placed on the
American market it may be purchased
retail at a third off list price. This, again,
doesn't help the industry and is a direct

premium.

grammes, bearing in mind that there are

has been developed to such a point that
lining to the cloud which so darkly and. it would be hard to find a spot anywhere
persistently has been hovering over the in the United States that could not be
American broadcasting industry. " Hoover reached, at a pinch, with a simple valve
for President," will be the cry of all American receiver, providing, of course, that conradio listeners at large, we can see a silver

the

commission did break through its shell a

little while ago and actually ordered a

station off the air ! Naturally, that station
was warned many times before that it was

not keeping precisely to its allotted frequency, but, as in the case of hundreds of
warnings to other stations, it
probably found its way to the

The Patent Position.

Naturally the present state of broadcast
congestion does not help the industry, but

potential set purchasers have not really
been influenced by conditions, for they have
believed the Radio Commission's oft -

waste -paper basket !

Can you imagine the courage
that the commission must have
mustered actually to order a
station off the air ? Let us not

mission was expected to order
incidentally, was only a baby two -

hundred watter on 214 metres.

enabling the shop dealer to cut out middleman's profits and perhaps take a
sharp cut himself with the hope
of doing a big turnover.

Receiver Design.

shorter waves, anyhow, that one
stray station more or less down

Very often when a manufacturer decides to concentrate on a

there cannot do much more
The commission's step

new line he will sell out his present

will serve as a warning to other

stock to these dealers in " gyp "

offenders.

street, as it is called (but more
correctly. known as Cordlandt

Chaos Everywhere !

Street), sometimes amounting to
ten thousand cone loud speakers,
or such -like. Thus it is not

The word chaos applies not

only to the state of radio broadcasting in the United States but

unusual to see a loud speaker
advertised for £5 one day and
offered for £2 " to clear " the

A

sure indication of this is the failing condition of the wireless press,

next.

due, in turn, to lack of support

It is difficult to say just what

of the manufacturers in their

are the main tendencies in receiver
design. Curiously enough, a

advertising columns.
One popular monthly wireless
magazine is trying a plan radical
in

for it-at what it cost him, probably,

than fifty.

is so bad on these

to the radio industry itself.

overstocked and selling the merchandise
to the retail outlet for whatever he can get

price, depending upon the supply
and demand. There are, perhaps,
fifty,of these shops within a half
mile of a central point-even more

three hundred stations off the air
ages ago ! The station deleted,

damage.

result of over -production.
Usually it is a case of a jobber becoming

There is a special district in
Downtown, New York, where
cheap wireless goods may be
purchased at anything from' a
third to three-quarters off list

remember, though, that the com-

Congestion

proceeded against, for the cost of litigation

receiver which over here may be
described as the latest thing from

nature in an endeavour to

America, very often enjoys the
briefest stay. The Loftin -White,
for example, although available

make both ends meet. The editors

have approached a group of

manufacturers, put before them
in commercial form, created little
the figures representing the cost
interest among home constructors.
This
photo
shows
the
massive
control
panel
of
W
E
A
F's
new
50
-kw.
of producing the magazine, and
The popularity of a circuit
transmitting plant at Bollmore. L.I., N.Y. It is being operated by Raymond
have asked those manufacturers
E. Guy, one of America's radio " old-timers."
really depends on the cleverness
to foot the publication costs bill
with which it is marketed and the
in return for editorial and advertising space repeated promises that broadcasting will amount of eulogy it obtains in the press.
of a guaranteed amount. In its new form be improved " almost immediately."
Your American cousin would not dream of
the magazine in question can be considered
Perhaps the patent laws most of all things wasting his energy winding a coil at home,
nothing more nor less than a house organ of are helping to unseat the American wireless and if he takes a fancy to a circuit, likes
the combined manufacturers.
industry. So bad have they become that to be able to go out, put his seventy-five
Many and varied have been the theories an investigation, instigated by Senator dollars on the counter, and pick up a cardadvanced in explanation of the upset King, has been instituted. It is said that board box with all the necessary parts ready
condition of the industry. Over -production, there are 95,000 patent applications for for assembly-the " kit " set !
combined with a superabundance of manu- attention in the Patent Office.
An interesting and recent development

facturers, seems to be one very logical
reason.

Another is that there appears to be an

everlasting stream of developments, minor

nature, yet each heralded as epochmaking, and this naturally shakes the
in

confidence of the prospective purchaser. If

Applications Waiting for Months.

Many of these have been waiting for any-

thing up to eight months, while it takes
two to seven years after a patent is applied
for before protection' is actually granted.

As matters now stand a wireless manu-

is the use of buttons instead of knobs for
tuning. A receiver has been placed on the
market with the innovation and is likely
to have a large appeal. Due to the dial
mechanism it is only necessary to press a
button to tune -in successive stations with
this receiver.
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CHOKE-RETURNINE

WHILE looking through my notebooks
recently I came across a circuit
which I first discovered during the
course of some experimental work which

shown the reaction coil L2 coupled to the

A really inexpensive and easy -to -

build little set which embodies a

I was carrying out on super -regenerative
circuits in the late autumn of 1923. To the

novel circuit. The majority of the
components used in it have figured
in the previous one-valvers recently

received very little attention, and I do not
think that its exact action is really properly

C. P. ALLISON, A.M.I.R.E.,

best of my recollection this circuit has
understood.

I have checked up the results I obtained
when I first tried out this circuit, at various
times, and found them to be remarkably
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

1 '0005 variable condenser (Formo or E

described by the author.
Designed and described by

Magnetic Reaction Available.

1 0003 variable condenser (see above).
=
valve holder (Ashley, Benjamin,
= 1 Sprung
Burndept,
BurneBowyer -Lowe,
Jones, Cosmos, Igranic, Lotus, W.B.,

-2

In view of the fact that many experimenters are of the opinion that magnetic
reaction is more efficient than capacity

reaction, , the circuit is shown re -arranged
for their benefit in Fig. 2, employing throttle
control for the feed -back. This giyes all
the advantages of magnetic reaction from
the electrical point of view, combined, with,
those of capacity reaction as .regards ease
of operation. The same number of components is required in either case, so that
the question of cost does not enter into it.

H.F. choke (Burne-Jones, Climax,

Igranic, Lissen,
Peto-Scott, R.I.-Varley, etc.).
Colvern,

Cosmos,

1 *OM grid condenser (Clarke, Dubilier,
11

Lissen, Mullard, T.C.C., etc.).
1 '0005 fixed condenser (Clarke, Dubilier,
Igranic, Lissen, Mullard, T.C.C., etc.).

1 Fixed resistor for filament control.

It will be seen front Fig. 2 that I have

1 -3-meg. grid leak (Dubilin, Igranic,

-

E
=

-

2 holders.

Lissen, Mullard, etc.).
Baseboard - mounting

Care

the variable condenser C, and the usual.
H.F. choke, shown as L3, enable capacity
control of reaction to be obtained.

T:

1

coil.

should be taken to do this if possible, since
then the least interaction between reaction
and tuning controls will result.
In the actual construction of this receiver
I have adhered to the more or less standard
lay -out which I have employed throughout
the series. I have designed this particular

F .Inst .P Inc .

other baseboard mounting type, such as
the Lissen).

etc.).

low-tension end of the grid

set so that plug-in coils can be used, though,
should you wish to, there is no reason why

you should not use an interchangeable
six -pin former as long as it is provided with
suitable windings. The coil unit which I

have employed in the " Free -Grid " One,
for instance, could successfully be used, or
(Continued on next page.)

single - coil

Terminal strips, wire for connecting up,
screws, soldering tags, and a wooden E

baseboard 12 in. x 8 in., and about

If-

a l in. thick.

:511111111MMIMMOMMIMMMUMMMIUMMIIIMMIMI

consistent, and I finally decided to use this
scheme in the series of single -valve receivers

which I have been describing.
The special feature about the circuit used

in this set is that the bottom of the tuned
circuit is not taken direct to low tension,
but is connected through a low -frequency
choke, which is shunted with fixed capacity.
Origin of the Circuit.

The experimenter who has done any

work with super circuits, especially those
of the single -valve " flivver ' type, will
immediately see how this circuit, which is
shown in detail in Fig. 1, was evolved.
On consulting the theoretical diagram
it will be seen that the aerial is auto -coupled

to the grid circuit of the detector, tappings

being provided on the inductance Li for
this purpose. Another inductance, L2,

which is coupled to Li, in conjunction with

The set is assembled on a simple wooden baseboard, and this makes the wiring very easy.

It will
also be appreciated that this scheme is an excellent one in a more or less experimental set, in
',bat it renders all components and accessories completely accessible.
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The constructional work involved

THE
"CHOKE -RETURN " ONE.
(Continued from previous page.)

is

practically nil, all you have to do being to

make up the terminal strips and mount

*

them together with the components on the
baseboard. A very handy size for the baseboard for all these sets I have found to be
12 in. x 8 in. The wiring diagram gives all

primary H.F. transformer.
As a guide to those who have not seen

the details required to complete the receiver,
which, it will be seen, is an easy piece of
work, requiring the expenditure of but little
time and still less energy.

contained the first sets in this series, I think
it advisable to give a list of the components

Connecting Up the Set.

receiver.

pletion of the receiver is that the correct
control of reaction is obtained. For this

else a Reinartz transformer or a split -

the previous issues of this paper which

I have used for the construction of this
L))1InitfififiluuniiinfifillIfifinfinfinfinfifilfinfififififilififir=
=-

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.

Connect socket of coil base for L,
to plug of coil base for LI, to moving

vanes of C, earth, and one side of C4.
Other side of coil base L1 to one side
of grid condenser C3, and to fixed vanes f -

of C1.
E
-

Other side of C3 to grid terminal of

valve holder.

H.T. - to L.T. + to one side of R1
= and other side of C other side of R1

to filament +.

E

7E:

Anode of valve holder to terminal A E
on H.F. choke and fixed vanes of C2.
M oving vanes of C2 to plug terminal of E

coil base L2. Other side of H.F. choke
E to one telephone terminal, other tele- =
--"L

-

p hone terminal to H.T. +.

L.T. - to filament -.

Connect a piece of flex, provided at
E- one end with a spade tag to the aerial
terminal. This may be connected to
E

either tapping of the X coil.
Connect two pieces of flex to each

side of C4 for connecting the L.F. choke. E
:;111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111T:

1928.

have a suitable choke which you do not

wish to tie up permanently in the set. The
provision of the flex leads, therefore, makes
it an easy matter to connect an L.F. choke
temporarily while the set is in use.
I have found it important that the choke
used does not approximate to the telephones
as to its characteristics, since, should this

occur, it will be found that the control of
reaction is impaired, and a threshold howl
may result.

00t4+

The first point to check up after the com-

purpose connect the receiver up to its

C3

batteries, insert the requisite coils, connect

T c,

the telephones, and put a valve in the
holder. - It should be noted that as the
value of the reaction condenser is increased

a point is found at which a slight rushing,
hissing, rustling, or breathing sound becomes audible. In cases where dissimilar
makes of coil have been used for L1 and L2,

it may be found necessary to reverse the
connections going to the second of these.
Don't reverse the connections to L1, since
this is an X coil, and if you do the aerial
will be tapped on to the grid end of the
coil instead of the earth end.
Having got the reaction control to function normally we will now consider some

of the points relating to obtaining the

maximum efficiency of the set.
You will no doubt have noticed that no
L.F. choke is shown in the practical wiring

1 t

/cc. 2

Almost any valve is suitable for use in
this set, preferably of an H.F. type.
The grid coil should be a tapped coil,
such as a Lissen X or a Lewcos tapped coil,
No. 50 or 60 being the correct size for the
broadcast wave -band. The aerial will be
connected according to the degree of
selectivity that may be required. The

reaction coil will lie between 25 and 40,
and a suitable size will allow the set to
oscillate with the reaction condenser halfway in at the midpoint on the tuning dial.

diagram, a couple of leads only being shown

Long Wave Coils.

I have done
this in order that different chokes may be
tried out, so as to see which will give the

For the reception of 5 X X the coils required will be No. 250 X coil (No. 200 if a
Lewcos is used), and the reaction coil will
be between 75 and 150.

going to the fixed condenser, which is
connected across this choke.

best results under your particular conditions.

In order to obtain the maximum efficiency

Those, however, who have made up one
of the previous receivers will find that they
already have practically all the components

from the valve as a rectifier, it is desirable

required to make up this set should they

I have found that the secondary of an L.F.
transformer works very well here, and you
may have a broken-down transformer
somewhere which will do well in this

decide to experiment with it.

position.

this fact in mind. Of course, if you only

On the other hand, you may

to use as high a value of high-tension as

available, and suitable coils should therefore
be chosen for the reaction winding, bearing

have a small high-tension battery, say

50 or 60 volts, a larger coil for reaction will
be needed.
It will be noticed that I have retained the
clip -in base as a means of connecting the
telephones in circuit, as used in the previous
sets, though, of course, if you prefer to do

so, fit a couple' of telephone terminals by
all means.

Operating the Set.

This circuit is somewhat more critical
than the usual detector circuit as regards
the value of grid leak which will give the
best results. It is difficult to say just
what value would be best in every case,
since the choice of the grid leak is governed

to a certain extent by the characteristics
of the L.F. choke used in the grid return.

The effect may also be tried of connecting
various values of capacity across the
telephones, not with the idea of by-passing

any H.F. component-obviously this

is

not present, since an H.F. choke is used -but because the particular advantages of
this circuit would appear to be due to the
presence
reaction.

of a certain amount of

L.F.

Should it be intended at any time to

follow this set with a stage of L.F.. amplification

it may be necessary to try out

various L.F. transformers in order to find
one which would be most suitable for this
circuit.
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THE NEWCOMER TO, RADIO
This is the first of a short series of articles written especially for the Beginner
in Radio, although it is probable that even advanced amateurs will find it of
interest 'and value. You need not expect a long diatribe on dry -as -dust theory
in this series ; actually it consists of a fascinating combination of a chat on
how to build a set and breezy descriptions of what all the parts in it do. You
are shown how to construct a powerful valve set in stages, and you can leave
off at any stage without the work being wasted. Ask your radio friends if
they remember Mr. Dowding's popular Beginners' Series and Progressive Set
of last year. This series is a combination of two such ideas, written for the
absolute novice who wants to take a short cut to the possession of a first-class
set and a knowledge of how it works.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E. (Technical Editor.)

I

ment and you can take it from me they

ActuallY there have only

will give you ample return.
There is not the faintest sign of anything

been two or three revolutionary radio discov-

on the horizon that will come along to
upset things. Even television, when it
does arrive, in the misty future, will no

eries in the whole history
of wireless, and in order

to keep abreast of the
times you do not have

IAM going to assume that your ideas
regarding radio are of the vaguest ;
that you know only that there are
broadcasting stations and that there are
instruments which, by the twiddling of

knobs, let one hear what those broadcasting
stations have to say for themselves. If
you have picked up, in one way or another,
one or two scraps of information which you
think will be of value to you, do please try
and forget them, for they might keep cropping up in the wrong places. At least forget
them until you have read these articles and

I have taken you up to the point where I
am going to leave you to your own devices.
Beating the Manufacturer.

Now, it is very hard for me to know
exactly where to start, for every newcomer

to radio will not want to take exactly the
same road. The best thing I can do is to

indicate a general direction and, as we
proceed, sketch one or two alternative
routes.

doubt necessitate another instrument supplementary to the ordinary receiver.
Just note this point. That great revolu-

to rebuild your set every

two or three months. But every year
sees a series of minor developments of

tionary development-I think I can call it
that-broadcasting, started in this country

which only the radio -set home constructor
can take real advantage.

in 1922, but the wireless receiving set which

I built in 1911, eleven years before 2 L 0
started its programmes, is quite suitable

Not an Expensive Business.

And it is not an expensive business.

for the reception of broadcast concerts.

Do not imagine that you will need to pour
a steady stream of money into your hobby.
Many of the developments I have referred

True, it is a crystal set, but it is interesting
to note that the loudness and quality of its
results fall very little short of those given

existing parts. The majority of the actual
components very slowly indeed grow

So much for that._

obsolete.

Three Classes of Enthusiasts.

M a matter of fact, you are coming to
radio at an opportune time. Many of the
components appear to have reached a
standard from which it is difficult to see

The next point, and one which it would
be advisable for you to settle right away,
is whether you intend to make one set and
one set only and then become an appreciative or critical listener for ever after, or

to mean only slight rearrangements of, by modern sets of the same character.

that they can materially advance

for

whether you intend to make the con-

some very considerable time. For instance,
the variable condenser, a component which

struction of radio sets a real hobby. Maybe

figures in practically every set. I think

you would prefer to leave the decision till
later on, after you have given set -building
a trial. But remember
this point, because you
"7+,

I can safely say that if you purchase a good

First of all, you must ask yourself

exactly what you are going to do, for we
must now dispense with vagueness and get
down to hard brass tacks.

.0+2

You are certainly going to make your

Hr+3

own set, for that is half the fun of this radio

Also it is the most economical
procedure, and, further, it is the way to
attain the best receiver. I am letting you
into no secret when I say the constructor is
always just a little ahead of the radio -set
business.

manufacturer. There are cases when he
is along way ahead.

You see, the art of set design is always
advancing, and I cannot remember a period

of even three months where it has stood
absolutely still. Broadly speaking, the
progress may be slow, but it is very sure.
A set manufacturer cannot always be

altering his designs. If he produces a new
series of models every year, like a car maker,

then he is going forward just about as fast
as is economically possible. But the set
constructor who takes a real interest in his
hobby can be bang up to date all the time.
Keeping Up to Date.

He can take advantage of every minor
development and can embody in his set
every new refinement as it comes along.
Do not get the idea into your head that

every two or three- months there

is a

revolutionary radio discovery made known.

will find it of importance
later on.

In my own mind I

have always classified
enthusiasts under the

three headings of-

listeners,

constructors
and amateur experimenters. And I do not call
a --man who makes one
1-7(2)
t.r set and then settles down
to a life of solid listening
a home constructor. I
You have probably seen drawings like this before, and have been led to
believe that radio can only be a real hobby to those who have been sciensuppose he is really, but
tifically trained to read such masses of mystic symbols. But if you find the
the building of a modern
first Beginners' article of interest, carefully keep this copy of "P.W.," and
receiver, in view of the
in a few weeks' time refer back to the above diagram. You should then
be able to glance at it with a new interest.
way in which manufacturers cater for the man
make of variable condenser to -day it will who " makes " a set these -days, does not

still be giving you as good service as any
obtainable sorneiyears hence. And -similarly, it would take a revolution which it

would not be practical politics to anticipate
to render obsolete a very great number of
the other components for a further decade
or two.
I want to press this point home, for it is

imperative that you should realise that,

despise the progress in radio, there is still,
and perhaps, paradoxieally, a high degree
of stability in the .art. The pounds' you
spend to -day are going to be a good invest -

in my mind imply so much construction
as a mere assembly of parts.

_

The Home Constructor.

My home -constructor makes a fair number

of his own parts, such as coils, and so on,

and having built one set does not, mind
taking it to pieces again and rebuilding it
if he sees /mother circuit that -takes his
fancy. And; by the way, the real home
constructor has a unqiue opportunity of.
trying out a large- number of .circuits.
(Continued on next page.)
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It is quite unnecessary to dig into the

THE NEWCOMER TO

theory of wireless telephony before you start

RADIO.

superficial knowledge of the why and where-

-

(Continued from previous page.)

In order to do this he does not have to
have new components every time. The
same components can figure in all sorts of
sets.

If you want to try six circuits in

each of which figures what is known as an

L.F. transformer, this does not mean that
you have got to buy six L.F. transformers.
It is not only possible but highly probable
that the same transformer can be used in
every case.
Anyone Can Build Sets.

My third class of enthusiasts comprises
people who branch out into experiments of
their own. They do not merely assemble
sets in accordance with published specifications, but try " wangles ' and variations of
their own. But one must graduate into
this class slowly, for a fair amount of
experience is needed before you can " leave
the book."
But the beauty of radio is that one does
not need scientific training before creative
work is possible. In fact, many minor

the job, although if you wish to do so a

fore of the various things you use will add
to your enjoyment of the task.
An experienced constructor can build a
Set comfortably without referring to anything else other than what is known as the
theoretical diagram. Have a look at the
theoretical diagram I have reproduced with
this article. No doubt, to you, it appears a
bewildering jumble of cabalistic signs, the
sort of thing of interest only to the advanced
radio engineer. But I would not mind wager-

ing that should you take an intelligent

interest in this hobby of radio -set construc-

tion, you will, without any undue mental
exertion, be able to interpret that diagram
with the greatest of ease at the end of the
present radio season-and, no doubt, you
will by then also have your own ideas as to

amateurexperimenters
who, before broad-

interesting, but I am attempting to combine
theory with practice, and there will not be

much theory, but rather a lot of practice.

I want you to build a set, and as you
put the parts together I am going to tell
you interesting things about them. This,

I think, is the quickest and most interesting

way to acquire a. real understanding of a
receiver.
Some Important Questions.

Now for one or two little points which
you have got to settle before you actually

get to work. What do you want your set

to do ? Are you going to be satisfied, for a
beginning, to get only the local and alternative programmes ? Are you going to aim
at the highest degree of quality and purity
of reproduction ? In this latter case you
must be prepared to sacrifice many if not all of thb-se distant broadcasting stations
in other lands.

start helping you to answer these questions.

casting, knew practically nothing at all

..... - *

*

about radio or even

f

electricity. But again.
I must repeat that
you cannot jump right
into my third class.
However, it is my

ODD RADIO ITEMS.

purpose

the route that has to
be covered.
At the

Many beginners' articles start with a lot
of rather uninteresting theory. Theory
without practice must always be un-

Distance and purity do not always run
parallel. How much money do you intend
to spend ? Do you intend to dabble in the
fascinating short waves of which you have
no doubt heard ? Next week I am going to

improvements have been contributed by

in writing
these articles to prove
how interesting and
comparatively easy is

ciently enthusiastic to take the fullest
advantage of the advice we are able ;to put
in your way.

Here is an enthusiastic constructor connecting up his new set for the firs'
time. Will it work P is the question he asks himself as he fits on the final

You can confidently anticipate success with the " Newcomer " Three if
you carefully follow the fascinating how -it -works series about it which starts
this week. No previous radio experience of any kind will be needed.
lead.

moment you may consider that the assembly

the eleetrical values of the various com-

use a screwdriver and can manipulate a

issue (page 860), arouses your curiosity.
Perhaps at the moment you do not believe
it, but I assure you that it will be only a
matter of a week or two before you will

of even a simple type of receiver is a very
tricky and difficult affair, but in so doing
you will be quite wrong. I have no hesitation at all in saying that provided you can
pair of pliers you can assemble a radio set.

Supposing you pick on one of the receivers
described constructionally in POPULAR WIRELESS as being the sort of set which, according

to the introductory remarks and so on,

would give you the service you demand.
You can go to the radio store and show thorn

the list of components, and they will provide you with a complete set of parts. You
can identify the parts by the photographs

in our descriptions, and screw them down as
The parts are then joined
explained.

together by pieces of wire. And when you
have them all before you and the article is
consulted, you will find that the work of
assembly is- almost as simple as hanging
pictures on a wall.
Concerning Diagrams.

But do not think I am sneering at this

simple operation. It will provide you with

as good a set as you can buy for the cost
of the parts, and, simple though the work
may be, you will have learnt at least some-

thing about radio in carrying it out. You

will learn even more when you join the set
up to its various batteries, and so on. and
start to use it.

TWO new

wireless

direction - finding

stations have just been erected. by the American Government, to assist
aviators on the new trans -American air
line between New York and Cleveland.
*

*

ponents used in such a circuit.
For the present I must say that I am hoping that the simple practical wiring diagram
which accompanies another article in this

By means of special apparatus which
is being perfected, the new American air
beacon wireless stations transmit signals
which gave visual indications to the pilot

be able to interpret diagrams of this nature.

The Postmaster -General recently stated
in the House of Commons that television
was still in the experimental stage, and the

Theory Combined With Practice.

on the air liner.

*

time had not yet come to make arrange-

At the present moment you are a new-

ments for the provision of a public service.

you must build a set. Perhaps you have

It is proposed to hold a wireless exhibi-

comer to radio. At the very earliest moment

*

*

*

tion in Dublin from October 6th to the

heard plenty of receivers working, and have
not been too greatly impressed by the sounds
emanating from many of them ; but you can,
with confidence, make up "your mind that
your set is going to give results as good as,

Traders Association.

hitherto heard.
Having read this article through to this
point, I know you are sufficiently interested

metres. (The experiment will he watched

if not better, than the best one you have

not blindly to build the first design that
comes to your notice with the first components the shopman puts on his counter

before you. You want a set, but I am sure

that now you will wait until you have read a

further article or two of this series before
you start work.
There are several things that you must
know, and there are several problems you
must solve for yourself, before you will
become an appreciative constructor suffi-

13th under the auspices of the Irish Radio

Berlin is contemplating the erection of
three relay stations in the vicinity of the
city, working upon a wave -length 2:16.2.,

with great interest, as when the stations
are in such close proximity there is great
risk of heterodyning.)
*

*

The Irish Free State made a profit of
over three thousand pounds from broadcasting last year.

Relays from Continental stations are
amongst the features for next winter

promised to Irish Free State listeners by
the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs.
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(7 PERFECT
DETECTOR

DETECTOR DETAILS WHICH MAKE OR MAR RECEPTION.
By F. JAQUET.
PERFEC- finishing touches to the sensitive contact. crystal and
TION is The detector would, again, make it possible the contact
a quality
to explore almost the entire surface of the mechanism
which
difficult

is

to
in
obtain
the majority
of mechan-

ical and

crystal with the cat's -whisker, or with
whatever contact was employed.
There would be a perfect electrical con-

tact between the moving parts of the detector. The sensitive contact, having been

vices, and the truth of this dictum is no
more readily to be seen than in the case
of the crystal detector. At first sight, a

detector appears to comprise such a simple
little device that it becomes difficult to
understand why a greater degree of perfec-

tion has not already been reached in its

article of this nature.

The reader will

realise this after a glance at the illustration
Fig. 1, which depicts in diagram a working
crystal detector of the year 1918. Such an

article consisted of nothing more than a
slightly bent piece of wire which made a
more or less inefficient contact with the
crystal.

enclosed,
but

the

fragment of
crystal is

gripped by'

a metal

scientific de-

design and construction.
Naturally, the modern forms of detectors
are an enormous advance on the first crude

entirely

Fig. 2.

A " Axed " detector containing a Perikon
contact of zincite and tellurium.

claw to which a spiral rotary motion can he
imparted by rotating the upper knob.
In this manner, almost the whole of the
available crystal surface may be explored
for the most sensitive spots. In point of
stability to external shocks, however, this
form of detector is quite as unsatisfactory
as the simpler pattern already mentioned-

found, would be retained, owing to the
increased stability of adjustment.
And

if not, in fact, worse than the latter-and

Now it is plain to see that no detector
so far produced combines all the above

which the sensitive contact is made between
two dissimilar minerals, has a greater

therefore the use of these detectors is very

finally, the whole device would be compact
and dust and damp proof.

small nowadays.

the utmost degree. The
usual plain type of cat's -whisker detector

freedom from shocks owing to the con-

qualities to

is a veil serviceable article for average
use, and for this reason it has been
able to hold its own against all the more
elaborate patterns which have been put

The " Perikon." type

of

detector, in

siderably heavier contact pressure at which
the rectification can take place. Unfortunately, however, no Perikon detector is as

on the market.

An Improved Type.

Such a detector, however, is notoriously
unstable. - The sensitive contact becomes

disturbed at the slightest shock, and therefore, for critical work, or for operation over

long periods, this form of detector is of
little use.

A more perfect form of cat's -whisker

detector is typified by the illustration

In this detector, not only is the

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

The Perikon detector, on which pattern
all modern adaptations are based.

sensitive as a good galena cat's -whisker
detector working at its best, and therefore

An ordinary type of " cat's -whisker "
detector.

in the use of a detector of the Perikon

The last four or five years have witnessed
the commercial and amateur production of a
multiplicity of detectors for crystal working.
Some of them have been well -thought-out

type we must necessarily sacrifice a certain

amount of sensitivity for greater stability
and freedom from shock.

articles, others have possessed a few good
points together with numerous bad ones,

The Perikon Detector.

bad articles, fit for nothing but the speedy
oblivion into which they have passed.

ploying a contact, between zincite and
tellurium, is illustrated at Fig. .3. This
pattern is a considerably old one, but it

The Ideal..

contains all the essentials of a good detector.
The contact pressure is delicately adjustable,
and by means of a side -to -side movement of

A useful form of perikon detector, em-

whilst others still have been thoroughly

It is possible, however, Co enumerate all
the necessary points which an ideal cat's whisker detector would possess.
In the
first place, such a detector would be made
throughout of sturdy design.' It would be,,
to use that rather unpleasant appellation,
"foolproof," and it would:be adaptable for
use with any type of set.

the contact arm holding the tellurium
crystal a goodly portion of the zincitc

crystal can be explored.
A still more recent example of the evolution of the crystal detector is the so-called
``[fixed" detector (Fig. 2). 'A detector ,of this

nature would, indeed, comprise a perfect
crystal rectifier if it could implicitly be
.relied upon. Detectors of this pattern

Considered purely technically, the perfect

detector would possess two adjustments,

one 'a coarse adjustment for locating easily
the most sensitive spot on the crystal ;'and
the other, a fine adjustment for putting the

contain a zincite-tellurium contact held

Fig. 4. A completely enclosed detector, in which
the cat's -whisker contact is finely adjustable.

together by means of an insulative medium,
but once out of adjustment cannot be reset.
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Discussions are already going on in rival

B.B.C. CONTRADICTIONS.
Why is it that statements concerning broadcasting affairs are so frequently
issued, only shortly afterwards to be modified or denied ? Is it a publicity
" stunt " on the part of the authorities concerned ?
By THE EDITOR.
4. -4-4.-40-41.-0---------------.1.----4.-41.-.4.- 10-40-4.-----1-4.-40-4,*
IT is curious how the B.B.C. persists in
cloaking its activities

with an air

of secrecy, and how often that mysteri-

ous individual, who figures so often in
the daily press as " a B.B.C. official,"
makes statements for publication in the
press which are contrary to known facts.

Within the last few weeks there have
been some good examples of this " contradiction policy," as it is now being
called in Fleet Street.

mutual satisfactory understanding.

But

the ambiguous and contradictory statements made by " a B.B.C. official " will
not help matters.
Our readers are well aware that, owing
to disagreement between Liberals, Conservatives and Labourites, political broadcasts have been more or less shelved by
the B.B.C. But there is every reason to_
suppose that broadcasting will play an

important role during the next General
Election in May, 1929.

Not "Negotiations "?

party camps as to how broadcasting may
best be utilised in the coming political
struggle, but the scheme most likely to be
adopted is .one which would include the
use of giant loud speakers at indoor and
outdoor meetings in various centres of the
country.

A Possible Scheme.

Each loud speaker or group of loud

speakers would be linked by landline to
the station at which a party leader would
be broadcasting before the microphone and

as well as reaching a huge audience by
wireless the landline speakers would also

convey his words to subsidiary meetings

in all parts of the country. The B.B.C.
will certainly repeat its invitation-which
was made at the last General Electionto the leaders of the three parties to broad-

cast from Savoy Hill, but whether more

than one speech will be allowed remains to
be seen.

We published in a recent issue a paragraph by one of our Wireless correspondents to the effect that Sir Thomas
Beecham,

the famous conductor,

had

opened up negotiations with the B.B.C.,
and that the Imperial Opera League, and

the new permanent London Orchestra,
which Sir Thomas hopes to farm, might
accept aid from the B.B.C., and that a
working

arrangement of value

to Sir

Thomas and to listeners might be arrived
at.

But, as we pointed out, Sir Thomas
wanted full control of the artistic side of
the contemplated enterprise, while the

B.B.C., which was finding the money
or part of it-wanted a say in the matter
as

well.

Consequently

a

slight

hitch

occurred-a fact which, besides being
natural, was pretty widely known to those

in touch with broadcasting affairs.
But when questioned on the matter "a
B.B.C. official " must needs try and give

the impression that the report was not true.
" The position," he stated to a reporter,
" is that friendly discussions with Sir
Thomas are continuing. Certainly no -deadlock has been reached. It is scarcely accurate to refer- to negotiations. Sir Thomas
has yet to get together a permanent orchestra, and when he has done that the question

of broadcasting that orchestra's performances under his conductorship will be

discussed. No definite scheme has yet been
formulated, and so it is impossible to make

any statement as to the progress of the

conversations, but they are still going on in
a friendly spirit."

Our readers will remember we never

and if friendly
business talks " are scarcely negotiations;'
we should like to know the B.B.C. official's

Capt. Kingsford -Smith, C. T. P. Ulms, James Warner and Capt. Lyons, of the trans-Pacifir: riane

The, Southern Cross," broadcasting from Melbourne after their remarkable feat.

* 4.-.11,-.11.-.10.------

RADIO-STAMBOUL.
Its chequered history during the
past year.
From a Correspondent.

suggested a deadlock,

interpretation of the word " negotiation."
The General Election.

It is common knowledge that Sir Thomas

has yet to get together his permanent

orchestra-but before doing so he wants to
clear the ground as regards possible future
business relations with the B.B.C. It
is quite likely, indeed, that the future

of his proposed new orchestra, and the
Imperial Opera League, may conceivably

turn on the success or otherwise of his
" friendly talks " with the B.B.C.

We hope all pans out well, and that Sir
Thomas and the B.B.C. will come to a.

THIS station began to broadcast Turkish
and European music about a year ago,
and a full account of it, with several
photographs, appeared in No. 268 of
POPULAR WIRELESS dated July 23rd, 1927.

This is the only station in Europe which
transmits Turkish and other oriental music.
It has no doubt been picked up by amateurs

in England, but I am afraid that the weird
and monotonous character of this music
does not appeal to the western ear.
Radio -Stamboul has had a rather

chequered history during the past year.

After running for a few months the station
closed down for a time, the reason alleged
by the company holding the concession being

that the transmitting apparatus had broken
down.

Curiously enough, the Turkish postal

authorities at once contradicted that statement in the local press and explained that

the stoppage had occurred because the

company had got into financial difficulties
and could not pay the electricity company
for the current used. Eventually the

Government took over the station them-

selves and broadcasting was resumed.
There arc many reasons why this station
has not been a success. In the first place,
amateurs found great difficulty in obtaining
permits. The police interrogated each

applicant and made inquiries regarding
him-especially if he was a foreigner. In
several cases permits were refused. Then,
if the application was approved, the appli-

cant had to pay a tax of 25 per cent of
the value of his receiving apparatus, besides
the annual subscription of about 23s. The

music has been very poor, while there is
constant spark interference,
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SWITCH
ASWITCH which figures on the majority

of sets these days is that one which,

by breaking and making- the lowtension circuit, switches the set on and off.

Automatically at the same time it

also

controls the H.T., in that when the filaments
of the valves are not glowing no H.T. current
should be flowing.

This is all very well in the case of a
set using battery H.T. supply, but when

*
Practically every set
has at least one switch,

and that many are the

cause of trouble in one
way or another cannot
be denied. Such troubles can be
avoided, as the following article
indicates.
By D. GLOVER.

one comes to mains units, the switching is

not quite so perfect. All the time the

mains are joined to an H.T. unit there will
be considerable pressures across certain

components. Also, one must not forget
the earth -breaking condenser, which figures
in sets employing D.C. types of H.T. units.

In some cases this condenser wilt be the
only barrier between the supply system
and a direct earth.
F
High Voltage " Live " Wires.
Should it break down-that

is,

the

condenser-the deplorable effect might be
that the device will be directly shorting the
supply circuit. At the least, this means
the blowing of the fuse. This indicates
that if you are using a mains unit it would be

inadvisable for you merely to switch off
your L.T. switch and go away for a holiday.

If you shut down your outfit merely by
this means, it means to say that, as previously indicated, electrical stresses are
present for twenty-four hours out of every
day, and you should
note that many fixed

safe proposition, but when he is not there
he should see that those hundred or so
volts which are wandering about are cut
off by the disconnection of the appropriate
battery. The filament switch does not
disconnect anything outside the set. There
are still the long leads which go to it.
If either an H.T. or L.T. battery lead becomes loose and drifts away from the set,
dangerous sparking may occur.
It is a regrettable fact that all on -off
switches dO not operate in the same manner,

that is to say some switch the set on

when they are pulled out, and some do this
when they are pushed in. When changing

over to a new set make sure that you are
familiar with the operation of the switch
and, just as important, see that any one

else who handles the receiver is also aware
of the change, if any.
A little carelessness in this respect may

eventuate in a set being left switched on

wholly pulled out.

But, even so, it cannot

work properly both ways, for when you

push this switch in you might come to this
half -way point which gives the feeling that
the device has been satisfactorily operated
without even altering the condition. The
set is just as much switched on as before.

Personally, I consider a switch of.this
nature ought to be scrapped, and another
having a very, definite action fixed in its
place. Sooner or later, such a component
is going to give trouble. You yourself may
know of its vagaries, but one day you may
ask somebody else to switch the set off foe
not switched off at all.

definite lives.
You should, there-

Wave -Changing !

Nowadays receivers having wave -change
switches are becoming very popular. Such
an innovation does away with a great deal

fore, every time you
switch your set off,
switch off also the

of coil changing in order to go from the
ordinary broadcast wave -band to that of

mains unit, for preference disconnecting
this entirely. It is
- an advantage also to

teries for this supply.
Especially will this be

It may so happen that this half -way
position gives a similar effect to a full
way one-that is to say, it is switched on,
anyhow, whether it is half pulled out or

you; with the actual result that the set is

condensers have

switch off the H.T.
should you use bat-

and rather harder pull actually to complete
these movements.

5 X X, Hilversum, and so
The filament switch on this set has a vertical movement and lends itself
to clear panel marking in order to indicate its action.

the case shOuld H.T. bypass condensers
figure in your set.

Another point of view is that if you do
not disconnect the H.T. you have a permanent system of high -voltage " live "

It is a fact that if the authorities
demanded a safety inspection of radio
wires.

apparatus no competent electrical engineer

would pass the average receiving outfit.

throughout a whole night, or even a whole
week -end, with consequent deleterious. results on the accumulator and H.T battery.
Misleading Movements.

Some switches-the type that I like-

have very definite actions. A slight pressure

and they click in loudly and positively.

A gentle pull and out they come, click, into

But I have come across one or

He would first of all demand much heavier

position.

probably more widely spaced H.T. terminals

two switches which seem to have half -way
positions. If you do not pull them quite

leads from the H.T. battery, covered and

on the set, and stouter, better -protected
wiring inside it.

hard enough they will come out a certain
distance with a " feeling " or a click which

structor no doubt the average set is quite a

gives the impression that they have reached
the limit of their travel. It takes a further

But in the hands of the average con-

on, and it
frequently happens that sets having such a
refinement employ switches for the purpose
of the same type as that used for the on -off

operation.

Although this gives symmetry, I am not
quite sure whether it is wise. It would not

take a very high degree of abstraction on
the part of the constructor to switch his
set over to Daventry instead of switching
it out of action before going to bed at night.
The Cossor " Melody Maker " has its filament

switch on the terminal strip at the back,
a very
problem.

sound attempt at solving- the

But even this is not a complete solution,

and I cannot see that there ever could be
a simple means of safeguarding the effects

of the sort of absent-mindedness I have
referred to. So I can take the opportunity

of ending this article on the note of its
title : " Mind that switch-! "
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Mystery of the Parrot.

moment. He is believed to have received

What has happened to the B.B.C. parrot,

LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

P.P.E. TO STAY.
REGIONAL SCHEME +
ASSURANCES.
D

(FROM OUR OWN BROADCASTING
CORRESPONDENTS.)

*N

somnolence.
Another more

fairly frequent regularity,

one of the vacant places on the B.B.C.

evening, September 9th. This orchestra is

credible statement is
that he was silent long enough factuality for

Board of Governors. Alas, however, this
+I

.........

A Spate of Denials.

MED-AUGUST discovered a reawaken-

certain assurances from Sir William Mitchell,

which was so warmly welcomed to the Thomson which he regards as satisfactory,
Children's Hour in the spring ? Rumour for the carrying -out of the Regional Scheme.
has it that the parrot was billeted in the
education department at Savoy Hill and The Kurssal Again.
was so overpowered with the- dullness of his
Now that relays from the Continent
surroundings that he developed chronic are being successfully carried out with

must have proved too much for the poor

thing, because his obsequies were appropriately celebrated recently. It is understood
that -the Society for the Prevention. of

one of the best in Belgium, and its programmes are often heard by listeners to

.

Radio-Belgique," which will also be broad-

casting it on this occasion.

This - relay from the Continent recalls

_

Cruelty to Animals is investigating the
circumstances of the life of the parrot as a
Governor of the B.B.C.

ing of interest in the affairs of the
B.B.C. This promises' 'to run right
on into next radio season. Gossip in the
Press Club has it that the third definite

Captain Eekersley to Stay.
The danger of Captain Eckersley's leaving
the B.B.C. has been removed for the

of truth to any story about broadcasting.

SPORTING BROADCAST.
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Watch this page for exeleve B.B.C.

E-

news. "P.W." has an unrivalled service
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E
= of the latest and . authentic news regarding B.B.C. developments.
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denial from Savoy Hill gives the final "seal

listeners can

expect to hear some good music by the
Kursaal Orchestra at Ostend on Sunday
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Some newspaper men have been complain-

ing about this method of publicity on the
ground that it is due to stupidity and lack

that there has been considerable falling off
in the realisation of the early hopes held out
for Continental relays. It is understood
that the unsuitability of programme
material is a greater obstacle than technical

of enterprise. Observers of this kind would
be well advised to study results. After the

subsidence of the " Evening Standard's "

attack on talks, B.B.C. publicity ebbed and
nearly faded out. Then came the news of
the Governors' decision about talks, of the

difficulty.
A Welsh Concert, Look You !

hitch with Sir Thomas Beecham, of the
Regional Scheme trouble with the Post

Every year Daventry Senior takes to

itself the pleasure of broadcasting .a Welsh

Office, and of Mr. R. E. Jeffrey's proposed
excursion to find new talent on the
Continent.

Accounts of these developments were

promptly and repeatedly denied in " official
circles." With what result
Simply that
they " ran " much more widely and

effectively in the national and provincial

press. And now the B.B.C. has resumed its
role as a centre of controversy and discus-

The date chosen this year

concert,
Mr. H. M. Abrahams broadcasting the results of
A.A.A. championship events at Stamford Bridge.

*

-4.----

Carnarvon.

*
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

were anything but stupid. Incidentally, the

TELEVISION SETS

prevents any news of interest reaching the

ACOUSTIC FILTERS-" STEPLESS " RESISTANCES-DISTORTIONTHE KINO LAMP, Etc., Etc.

sions.

The August tactics of Savoy Hill

absurd caution of the " B.B.C. official "
public through official channels.

is

Thursday, September 20th, when a choral '
concert will be relayed from the Pavilion,

B.B.C. and the " British Ass."

Something like consternation has been
caused among the savants by the announce-

received some literature from
I HAVE
1
Messrs. Pohl Bros., of 3.541, Michigan

ment that Sir John Reith will not read his
paper at the special session of the British
Association on broadcasting. The British
Association meets this year in Glasgow,

Avenue, Detroit, Mich., giving particulars of scanning discs for experimental tele-

Glasgow man and as one of the greatest
Scotsmen of the time, to be perhaps the

long to describe.

and Sir John Reith was expected, as a
outstanding figure of the meetings, intellectually as well as in stature.
Much enthusiasm has been evoked

throughout Scotland on his account. And
now comes the news that Sir John will be
in Berlin when his paper is read in Glasgow

by a deputy. The B.B.C. declares that the
Berlin meeting is of tremendous importance,
but it will be hard to assuage the disappointment of Glasgow, Scotland, and the savants.
Will Evans for 2 L 0 .
A- special vaudeville

programme on
September 10th will include Will Evans,
Gracie Fields, Teddy Brown, Dorothy
McBlane, Phyllis Scott and Ivan Firth.
Something like a variety show ! That's the

stuff to give 'em, R. E. Jeffrey !

vision sets. The discs obtainable are of
24 -in. and 16 -in. diameter, and of various
types and styles, which it would take too

A special claim is made for them that

they are perfectly flat, which, it is stated, is
impossible with the ordinary metal, and is

very important in the reception of tele-

vision, for the least departure from absolute
planeness in the disc " throws the signal off

its correct time, which is flashed in the

thousandth part of a second. Consequently
the picture is distorted when received and

the synchronisation of the -receiver and
transmitter is of no avail."
According to the description : " It is also

highly essential that the motor -shaft be

not out of true more than two -thousandths

of an inch (002), for it is not desirable to
allow more than three -thousandths of an
inch (-003) in overlap, this overlap being
necessary to eliminate a black line in the
received picture, to cover the whole surface

of the image at the transmitting end, which
is also the case at the receiving end.

"Too much overlap of signals or holes
makes for a very coarse picture, for it
cannot give the proper shading when
the latter is the case."
The above -mentioned firm also supply
photo -electric cells, neon lamps, Neotrons,

and Kino lamps. The Kino neon lamps
are priced at 121 dollars.

Anyone desiring to have any further
information should write for particulars
to the address given above.
Acoustic Filters.

The use of filter systems for radio fre-

quencies is a comparatively simple matter,

and the cost of a filter circuit for these
frequencies is, as a rule, inconsiderable.

But for low frequencies, such as audio -

frequencies, the filter system becomes much
more bulky and expensive.

I am referring, of course, to filtering by

means of an electrical circuit in the way which

is commonly used for radio frequencies.
(Continued on page 886.)
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The Long-awaited

LISSEN
VARIABLE

CONDENSER
FOR years Lissen have made almost every radio
part except an air -spaced variable condenser.

Many have wondered why Lissen have so

long delayed making a variable condenser of
that type. The answer is that Lissen had decided
to make only a really low loss condenser which
should be without the fault§ so commonly met

with in most condensers and at a price which
should be in keeping with the Lissen tradition
for fine value. ' It has taken years for Lissen to

make a condenser which at last satisfies every Lissen
requirement. But now Lissen has produced a

condenser which for fine and facile tuning, for

low loss, for universal use, is surely without a rival.

Yop can use it as a standard condenser
in any circuit.
You can gang it-two or three of them
together.

You can use a drum control for it instead
of a dial.
'0001 mfd. capacity

-

*0002
*0003

-

00035

-

*0005

5/9
5/9

You can mount it on a panel and it has

6/3
6/6

advantages you can get in no othercondenser, at a price which is so
low that users who desire to improve their tuning in existing sets
can actually afford to replace their present condensers with this new
Lissen. Certainly old condensers will never pay to patch up now
:that this new Lissen is available. One hole fixing, of course.

6/-

feet for base -board mounting, too.
You are now able to get a high-grade condenser, offering you

And you get more than the full
rated capacity in every condenser
If you have
any difficulty, order on a postcard stating capacity required, and condenser will be
sent C.O.D. by return of post. Kindly give dealer's name and address if possible.
You can get the new Lissen Variable Condenser from most radio dealers.

LISSEN LIMITED

8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND,
(Managing Director : Thomas N. Coe.)
lSURREY
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Player's "Medium" Navy Cut Cigarettes 10 for 6d. 20 for 112d.

Pleasure realised becauseA9

"It's the Tobacco that Counts"

N.C.C5i5
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will be intended, while provision will als<

be made for future development without

THE B.B.C.'s HOUSING PROBLEM.

the danger of their becoming obsolete. But
while the number of studios may be actuall3
fewer than exists at present, thefe woule

Progress has meant expansion of staff and equipment, and accommodation at
Savoy Hill is at a bursting -point. " Overflow " premises have been secured,
but this has meant the decentralisation of departments. What is the B.B.C.
going to do? There are rumours galore, but, hitherto, no facts.
By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER.
-4-

IT is more than three years since rumours
began to circulate about a new home

for the headquarters of .the B.B.C.

Acconunodation -at Savoy Hill was then
being extended by the acquisition of more
rooms, some of them previously used as
private flats and others as a sports outfitter's
store. The number of studios was also

being increased, and it seemed difficult,
in the absence of any official pronouncement, to give more serious attention to
what one was constantly hearing about a
mysterious new House of Broadcasting
than to the scores of other rumours which
are always intriguing the folk of London.
Continuous Growth.

But the staff of Savoy Hill continued to
grow, and visitors saw four and five people
at work in rooms hardly large enough to
hold three, and not even that number, when,

as often happened, the people concerned
were hot attached to the same department.
Engineers were mixed up with the publicity

staff, which, with other unsuitable hobnobbing, inevitably impaired the general

-4- 4- 4-

+4-4-4- 4- -4-

'

_

also be about a score of smaller rooms,
fitted as miniature studios for use as audi
ticin and rehearsal rooms. Office accommo
dation would also be designed to 'keep each

*

in the air, is more ambitious than any of its
predecessors. Should it happen it will
Mean the removal of the entire staff _now

at Savoy Hill and possibly. those in the
Southampton Street annexe tp the neigh7
bourhood of Oxford Circus. The new
Brciadeasting House would be worthy of its
name in- every sense, because, being a new
structure, it would incorporate all the

experience -of the years since the B.B.0
first started.
Whether the building will be purchased
outright or leased for a long period is not
yet decided. Certain it is that when the
.

time comes, whatever may be done will be
according to the B.B.C.'s own specifications
and designs, upon which a certain amount
of work has already, been carried out.
One -hears that the proposed new Broadcasting House is to have six or more floors,

and contain half a dozen, studios bigger

and better than anything which Savoy Hill
can show us to -day. The largest would

probably be nearly three times as long

department self-contained, and not have
one section overflowing into another. And
what is more necessary in these days than
the provision of a garage for 40 or 50 cars
,on the premises ?
Studio Being Rebuilt.

Here, then, is a peep into the future
which sooner or liter Must and will take
tangible form. The B.B.C., better -than

anybody. else, is fully aware that the

London headquarters cannot remain in
their present state. Savoy Hill was too
small and cramped even before the staff
had taken over all the rooms it now occupies,

and matters will always tend to get more

and more acute.
Meanwhile, the very first studio at Savoy .

Hill, now called No. 3, is in the hands of
the builders.

It was never an ideal studio,

though it did yeoman service before its.
younger companions relegated it to a thing
of the past. Perhaps after a few feet have

been added to its height, and some electrically driven lungs have been installed,
and.when an altogether brighter and more
cheerful complexion pervades its interior,

MARCONI'S FAMOUS FLOATING LABORATORY.

Palliative
of the machine.
measures were introduced by transferring
E01210 of the staff to a building in Southampton Street, just off the Strand, and later
by shifting the whole of the development,
research, and workshop sections of the
engineering department, about fifty people
in all, to some large premises in Clapham,
known as Avenue House. And with each
move the rumours about a new building in
London for the broadcasters cropped up
again, and more studios were built at
efficiency

Savoy Hill until the last had No. 10 painted
on the door.

. The truth of the . matter

is

that the

B.B.C. is contemplating the removal of its
head office staff to larger premises, but not

next week or even next year. That it

would have to do so at some time or other
has long been realised. But it cannot be
done in a jiffy. Broadcasting is still
developing, and not until the regional

scheme is sufficiently advanced to stabilise

smile form of permanent administration
will the Corporation be able to plan its
requirements so far ahead as to justify such
a large expenditure as the provision of 'new
premises will entail.
Several Schemes.

In lookinffh forward and taking the long
view, the B.B.C. has naturally, had several
schemes under consideration. One of these
concerned a large building on the Victoria

Embankment not far from Savoy Hill ;
another, had it materialised, would have

retained. existing studios intact and moved

the majority of, the staff to a spot even:
closer to their present abode ; while a
third would have made the district around
the British Museum even more famous than
it is to -day. All these projects, however,
were turned down.
The latest scheme, which is still very much

A new photograph of some of the elabOrate radio gear installed on Senatore Marconi's yacht
Elettra," and with which he is carrying out an important series of new Beam espriments.

and five times as wide as the present No. 1
in SavOy Hill, from which those programmes

requirifig the most artists, such as band,

orchestral, and opera performances are now
given.

It would hive a gallery for an

audience and a stage for the more realistic
presentation of plays. It would be, in fact,

a small theatre, and, as a broadeasting

studio, the envy Of the whole world.
The remaining studios would be equally
up to date for the purposes for which they

it will again assume that dignity which none

could challenge, and which, by seniority
alone, belong to it.
With a month's holiday, and the help of
some vigorous workmen,- the grandfather
of Europe's broadcasting -studios should be
in fine fektle, for ,next season's work.
.[It is rumoured insistently in VVest-End
estate circles that the B.B.C. has practically
closed for a new site near the Queen's Hall.

Savoy Hill is mute.-Enrroft.]
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of the Heaviside layer in a similar manner
to the sun, and so cause variations in radio
conditions which follow the phases of the

SHORT-WAVE NOTES.

moon.

Dr. Pickard points out that it is certain

Some topical news and views concerning amateur transmission and

that the total effect of the moon is no
greater than one thousandth of one per

reception on the higher frequencies.
By W. L. S.

cent. of that of the sun ! With reference to
the intensity of moonlight, he also points
out that the eafth receives more polarised

*
IT occurred to me recently that if the
time ever does come when the majority
of broadcasting stations operate on the

short waves, the vogue of the portable set
will be very great indeed. A portable shortwave receiver is a very different proposition
indeed from a portable intended to operate
on the usual broadcast band of waves ; the
shortest of aerials is sufficient, and broad-

cast up to a distance of 250 miles can be
received with absolute reliability. In fact,
there is no advantage in listening to the
" local " station, since he will usually be
the weakest one audible ! Truly, our
portable -set designers will reap a harvest if
they set to work on the right lines.

Further Down the Scale.

All this is, of course, assuming that there

will be more broadcasting on the short

waves. This I am more and more inclined to

doubt, with regard to our own country.
Now that the amateur transmitters have
very largely " broken the back " of shortwave work all the lower bands are very
greatly in demand by Government, military
and naval services, and it will become fairly
difficult to fit many more stations in. All
this, of course, is leading on to the investigation of the 10 -metre and 5 -metre bands
of waves. I fully expect that they will be
in use for commercial services before very
long. The peculiar behaviour of 10 -metre
waves is probably no more puzzling to us
at the present time than was the behaviour
of waves between 150 and 200 metres long
when 1,000 metres was the order of the day.
Just as 150 metres is now not considered
among " short waves," so it seems that 45

metres or even 30 metres will fall from
favour in the years to come. Probably we
shall have to introduce a band of " medium
waves " to fill up the gap. It will be of little
use to describe our wave -lengths in vague
comparative terms in a few years !

I suggest that a really serious attempt
be made at the end of the year to drop
metres " and establish kilocycles and
megacycles in favour. The words " 20 to
30 metres " convey nothing to the listener
which might indicate the amount of " accom-

modation," so to speak, in the band, but

" 10 to 15 megacycles " applied to the same
hand gives one a definite idea at once, since

5 megacycles (MC)-i.e. 5,000 kilocycles
(KC)-will accommodate the same number
of stations, no matter where in the spectrum of frequencies it is taken. Of course,
it will be a strain to make the change, but
it must be made sooner or later,
" Autumn Conditions."

When this appears in print what we
may call " autumn conditions " should be
in force again. I do not mean to infer that
the summer will have departed, but we are
now as far past the longest day as we were
before it at the beginning of May, when long-

distanec conditions were so good. So clean
the cobwebs off your condensers and set to
for a bout of real " D X reception " I

I have been severely worried during the
last few weeks by newcomers to the
" short-wave department " of radio who
have made special sets for the purpose of
receiving 2 X A D and 3 L 0 and most of
the other short-wave stations at tremendous

strengths, and are now somewhat dis-

appointed, not having heard a sound of any
of them.
Bad Results.

I have tried hard to be reassuring, for,

as my readers doubtless know without any
reminders, conditions have been extremely
bad during the last week or so. No stations
but the most powerful and the nearest have

been audible at times, and even 2 X A D
and the other big noises have been completely absent on occasions.
On being told of this, many seem to think
that they have been " swindled " into

taking up short waves in the belief that
there are never periods of bad conditions

like this ! Truly this summer has been ab-

normally bad, but when have I ever given

the idea that D X conditions are always
good ?

Dr. Pickard, the well-known American

scientist, has been making observations
recently on the effects of the moon on radio
waves. In the process he has dispelled a

theory that many have been quoting,

parrot -like, for some years, namely, that
the moon can affect the height and surface

*

41,1---N
THE " FREE -GRID"
AMPLIFIER.

*

Some operating notes concerning
the novel unit described last week.
By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E.,
F.Inst. P.Inc.

first thing to do is to stabilise the

THEH.F. valve, and where the set is used
close to a broadcasting station the

usual method of turning out the H.F. valve
and adjusting the neutralising condenser to
the minimum signal position may be em-

If, however, no station is close
enough to allow of this being done the
maximum reaction demand method will
have to be used. This method has so
ployed.

frequently been described of late that I do
not think it will be necessary to repeat
the details of the procedure employed.
The effect may be tried of reducing the
value of the neutralising condenser below
that required to give the true neutralising
point, and in cases where it is not possible
to use a high plate voltage, owing to lack
of the necessary batteries, it may result in
an increased signal strength being obtained
on distant stations.

I have generally found, however, that
doing this makes it impossible to use the
full amount of reaction on the detector,

light in one day from a blue sky than it
gets in many years of moonlight. He has

been carrying out some detailed observations
of 2 X A F and other short-wave stations.
Solar Effects.

There are people who declare that they

have been able to plot curves showing

positively that lunar effects cn the shorter
radio waves are very definite ; they over-

look the fact that the " solar areas " or
surfaces of the sun, which are known to

have great effects on radio, also cross the
meridian at intervals of about 271 days,
at which intervals certain " sets of conditions " will probably recur. If both' sun

and moon affect reception, a period of
many years' observation would be neces-

sary before we could disentangle one effect
from the other.

Long periods of bad reception, such as
we have recently been experiencing, are

probably due to something of a much more
complex nature. All we know at present
is that these periods can last for as long as

three months, and be a sore trial to the
temper !
I believe that 3 L 0 will be using increased

power this winter, in addition to which
there will probably be several other Australian broadcasting stations in operation.
We can look forward to a positive feast of
programmes from the Antipodes. Whether
they will receive the same from us is rather
doubtful!

so that what is " gained on the swings
is lost on the roundabouts."

I have not made actual quantitative

measurements as to the actual degree of
amplification obtainable with this 11.F.
amplifier, but when using it in conjunction
with one of the single -valve sets out of the
series I have described, using the Langenberg transmission during daylight for
testing purposes, an increase in signal
strength from R2 to R, resulted, while a
marked increase in selectivity was found to
take place.
No difficulty in stabilising the amplifier
was found when operated by a friend who is
quite a beginner at wireless, and it was found
to be easy to tune and handle in every way.
Interchangeable Primaries.

The use of a coil former with interchangeable primary formers was found

to be a great convenience when the set was

operated close to a transmitting station,
in allowing greater selectivity to be obtained when receiving transmissions on a
nearby wave -length, or for obtaining the
greatest efficiency on greatly differing wave-

lengths where interference from the local
station was not experienced.
The extra H.T. and L.T. current consumption will be found to be negligible, and the

use of this amplifier was found to be of
great advantage on distant and wea
transmission, or where a poor aerial only
was availableo
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4 E .FA.,A.PPLET
DIRECTOR

or THE.
CARDIFF
D CAlfiTING

TION

WHEN I was a small boy I won a prize
of " A Thousand and One Gems of

English Poetry," and I was rather

ashamed of it. I admired pictures, and I
had a fine collection of books on athletics,
photography, and the Boer War. But
poetry-was it not the product of men with
long hair, destined eventually for mottoes
on sweets or in Christmas crackers ? I did
not realise then that poetry might conceal
the very rhythm of life !

*

-a
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2.-TROUBADOURS OF THE
ETHER.

If you ask a man in the street if be is

fond of music he may say : " Yes, a good
tune ; but not that highbrow stuff," or he
may say " Yes, but
not that horrible jazz,"
or again: " Yes, good
music ; but not this

discordant modern
stuff we get on the

apart from the Old Memories programmes,

Great Britain, and, as the advance guard, I
would send musicians whom I call " Trouba-

dours of the Ether."

Modern Music.

thing else.

Another point, which is not generally

appreciated, is that composers to -day are
not writing light music of a kind which is
as easily appreciated as that of the Gilbert

Medieval Methods.

I take it that we are not so very different
from our forefathers. The bards, who were
priests, poets, and musicians, were the
acknowledged leaders of Britain long before
Caesar landed. In 1152, Henry II and

Queen Eleanor took up their residence in
Bermondsey and established there a court
of glittering troubadours. These troubadours called themselves " Doctors of the
Gay Science " (the word " troubadour "
meaning inventor or maker), and they were
the welcome bringers of music and poetry
and legend to all the countryside.
" To be a good musician," writes one of
them, it is necessary
not to play pretty

tunes and jingle nice
melodies, but to utter

wireless." Judging by

clever words and make
your hearers under-

the letters that reach
me it would appear
that the world is

stand every word as
you chant it." " A

good musician,"

almost equally divided
into three groups,
holding these different
opinions ; although,
of course, there are
various
sub -groups,

says Ali of Isaphan
(another broadcaster

born out of due
season)

" will

have

at his fingers' ends a

and there are other

hundred pieces

people who look upon
music as a part of the
main stream of life.

of

poetry and countless
:,ongs, both humorous
and melancholy ; he
will

have

a

fluent

tongue and a copious
command of speech ;

Difficult.

To give music to
a nation which has

he will

be

a good

grammarian, and know

received little musical
education, and which
knows almost nothing
of orchestral nusic,

how to form his sentences properly and
elegantly." In short,
he is a first -late broadcaster.

has been one of the
biggest difficulties the
B.B.C. has had to face.

sentimental

The

what are we to give in its place ? I pin
my faith to a new musical conquest of

another-and all unconnected with any-

poetry another, work another, enjoyment

operas.

studio.

describing the inner secrets of the

taught to think of music as one thing,

produced, and, although it contained
1,001 pieces, some of them were undoubtedly
paste. Also, like most of us, I had been

Sullivan

ballad of Victorian days has gone, and,

It is unthinkable that we, in Great Britain,
should have anything but the best singers
and orchestral players obtainable for broadcasting, but good musicians cannot give of
their best, even if they would, 'unless they
are allowed to sing or play the finest music.
It would be impossible to hold together a
first-rate orchestra which was only allowed
to play light music.

It is true that there was some excuse
for me. My book of poems was badly

and

+ An exclusive series of articles I

* Some of the merrymakers at the 5 W A Sunshine Carnival held at Weston -super -Mare.

(Continued on next page.)
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MEMORIES.
(Continued from previous page.)

And, certainly, the troubadour, with his
assistant jongleurs, amused and interested
the people, whilst maintaining a very high
standard for his art. My ideal "Troubadour of the Ether " would combine some of
the qualities of A. J. Alan, Mario de Pietro,
Sir Walford Davies; Hunibeit" Wolfe, :and
Sir Oliver Lodge.
A Lifelike Mixture.

ft is too much to expect him to take all

these parts hiadself=even the most versatile

Troubadour had his assistants-brit he
Would

arrange

the

whole

programme,

weaving the parts skilfully together and
taking a leading part himself. He wauld
intermingle mirth and melancholy, poetry
and music, gossip and song-just as they
are inextricably mingled in life-but with

Wales, conducted by Warwick Braithwaite.

that distinction which Art can give to
Nature.

, Many programmes given by the B.B.C.
are developing in this direction, and we are
gradually hearing less of the highbrow and
controversy.

lowbrow

Ultimately,

the

development in appreciative powers will
extend to the real love of fine orchestral
Music. But we have to go a long way yet.
The modern orchestra is, of course, the
finest, but most expensiVe, of all Musical
" instruments," and not enough is known
of its members. I am not suggesting that
their names should be mentioned at each
performance. It is good that announcers
have merely to say "The orchestra will
play . . . ," for if

knowledge of the work and qualities of the
different instruments, and no doubt many
people prefer actually to see the orchestra
when it is playing serious works.

National Council of Music, formed the.
National Orchestra of Wales, to give free
concerts daily in the museum; and evening -concerts at very low prices in the City Hal!.
The orchestra, of course, is also the Cardiff'
Station Orchestra. For years, various big
towns have been striving to maintain civic
orchestras, usually at a considerable financial
loss ; the Board of Education is continually

The National Orchestra.

To meet this need we started, some years

ago, cheap popular concerts on Saturday

morning for Cardiff schoolchildren, but few
children attended them. They had to
mind the baby, or have their music lesson,

stating that schoolchildren must have a:
musical education ; here we have a possible'
solution of the difficulty.
The scheme promises well, and the concerts
have been splendidly received and attended.
To find an orchestra of thirty players chosen
by open competition from the most sk Med-

or they didn't want to come.
But last year the B.B.C., in co-operation
with the Cardiff City authorities, the
National Museum of Wales, and the Welsh

.

they had to enumerate

players in Great Britain, instead of a small

all the several instruments their hearts

local orchestra, is'a good sign of the progress

made by a provincial station in five yea rs.

might fail them, if not_
their tongues. They

-

And it is encouraging to find civic and
national authorities bringing music into the

might even use the

City Hall and National Museum, into the
affairs of daily life. How the old trouba

expedient of the old

divine who had to

dours must rejoice !

read that chapter in
the book of Daniel in

*.

which are set forth
"lire cornet, flute,

ODD ITEMS.

harp, sackbuts psalie-ry, dulcimer, and
all kinds of 'music."

This list occurs
four times in thecOurse of eleven
verses.

ACLACTON amateur has recently
received what are believed to be the
first 10 -metre signals of American
amateurs picked up in this country.

The divine

the list with
gilsto the first ,time,
read

f

It is reported from Scotland that the

with moderated en-

Post Office wireless motor vans have
recently been very active there.

third, and when he
came to the fourth
he could bear it no

A special department for research into
the possibilities of wireless as an aid to
the deaf has recently been opened at the

before " !

What is believed to be the largest hightension battery in the world has been built
in this country. It weighs approximately
one thousand tons ! It is not intended to

theSiasm the second;
With boredom the

Royal Ear Hospital, London.

more, and amended
the version to " -and
the band played as
Many Trials.

be used for wireless purposes !

.An announcer has
many trials, but this

is not one of them.
It would, however,

help listeners if they

could have a sound

A section of the crowd listening to a free concert given by the National
Orchestra of Wales in the National Museum.

!

!

Well over three hundred sets have been
installed in the homes of blind people by
the Blind Fund established in Manchester.
(As more than sixty sets are still required,
the fund remains open.)

-

'
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rERRANTI
FIXED
CONDENSERS
2 MFD.
Rolled Foil, not Mansbridge
type.

Insulation

Resistance

not

less than 200 rnegohms for
2 MFD.
CAPACITY 2M1
T(...'STEf; AT 1000^,It

Dielectric losses negligible.
Capacity is effective at high
frequency.

Wound with pure foil and
not with metallised paper.
Type C.1.
PRICE

5/6

All sealed in and completely
non -hygroscopic.

.APA.

2}if

L' ttI

Type C.2.
PRICE

3/6

THE BEST

CONDENSERS
AVAILABLE
Our Stands
Nos. 84 and 85
Radio Exhibition
Visit

Olympia.
FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE
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friendliest possible spirit. For initance,
when recently reviewing the new Burndept

FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

H.F. choke, I 'made the suggestion that
constructors might be prepared to pay a
few pence more for this excellent component were it fitted with terminals instead
of only with soldering tags.
In a letter regarding this review, Burn dept Wireless, Ltd., state :

We notice that you mention that the,

NOTHER NEW IISSEN COMPONENT.

A HIGH -RESISTANCE POTENTIOMETER.

You cannot appreciate to the full the

AS you have probably noticed, there has

advantages

been a considerable amourit of activity
at that Richmond radio factory of late.
and a steady stream of new " lines ' bearing

impressed

the familiar Lissen brand (and finish) has

a volume control.

been flowing from it. The latest production
from that quarter is a wire -wound resist-

One of the inherent
disadvantages of an

ance.

And,. as we have been led by past

experience of Lissen activities to expect, it
is

a component of high quality with a

chorus of attractive points.

As you will see by the accompanying

photo, the resistance is of cartridge shape,

but it has terminals at its ends. A very
good point this, and one which will be greatly
appreciated, by the amateur. Strange how

these Lissen people seem to get right home
to the constructor with pretty well everything theydO !
Additionally, there is, of course, a holder
into which:the resistance will slip, and this,
holder can. be mounted either horizontally
or vertically on the baseboard.

of

a

gramophone

pick-up

you

employ

operating your set from an electrically
record

unless

H.F. choke is provided with soldering tags
only and are of the opinion that amateurs
would probably prefer a component fitted
with terminals. We ourselves have come
to the same conclusion and are very glad
to be able to inform you that we are now
fitting terminals. This does not, however,
increase the price in any way."
A "LEWCOS " CHOKE.
The latest addition to. the notable

" Lewcos " range of_coil components is an

ordinary gramophone is that it has

no really

efficient

volume control. But

when an electrical
link is interposed
between the record
and the loud speaker
then perfect volume

control becomes

possible.
Thiscan be arranged efficiently b y

The high -resistance potentiometer dissected and clearly showing the " pencil -line "

along which the contact arm travels. The H.F. choke made by the same firm is
shown on the right.

fitting a high -resistance potentiometer at
the input of the amplifier. The component
must be of the high -resistance variety, and

H.F. choke which is efficient over the very
useful wave -band of 20 to 2,000 metres.

thousands not merely hundreds of ohms.

there is nearly a quarter of a pound, is

by high resistance I mean hundreds of

The design is eminently sound, and the
article is very well made. The wire, of which

carried in slots in a vertically spaced former.
ill1191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fiz

Two of the new

Lissen

= Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components and
accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are carried

wire -

wound anode
resistances, together with a
holder.

E

out, with strict impartiality, under the

personal

supervision of the Technical E

Editor, and readers are asked to note that
E this weekly feature is intended as a E

reliable and unbiased guide as to what E
to buy and what to avoid.

The winding has a natural wave -length

of about 5,000 metres, so that it will be
seen that the resonance peak will be well

away from any frequency that the average
constructor is likely to handle.

At one time

it was deemed necessary to have a special
choke for short-wave receivers. But with

a component of the nature of this latest

" Lewcos " the design of an all -wave type
is greatly facilitated. The retail
price of the new Lewcos H.F. choke is Os.

of set

F;i1111111111fififillfifilfillfifilfilfififififithfififififififififififillih77

One such has been produced by the Wireless Apparatus Co:, of Leicester. It has the
useful value of -500,000 ohms, and is retailed

at 4s.
I have had this particular component
dismantled and photographed in order
The Lissen Anode Resistance is wound
with a special wire having a resistance of

that you can see its internal structure.
You will, notice that the resistance element

100,000 ohms per foot. This wire can carry
currents up to 10 milliamperes.

is in the form of a " pencil " line rubbed
over a groove around which the -contact
arm runs. It certainly works effectively

the device and tests show it to be an accurately designed and made-, and a, soundly
constructed device. It is available in the

and its value registers closely to specification on test. How long it would remain
at its original value I would not like to say,
probably for a very considerable period of

Careful examination of the interior of

following values : 10,000, - 15,000, 20,000,
25,000, 30,000, 100,000, 150,000, 200,000
and 250,000 ohms. A sufficiently compre-

hensive range for all purposes.

I should

mention that I have tested the whole

group and I find their accuracies extraordinary. Some are, in fact, dead right, a
state of affairs which astonishes one
familiar with mass-produced electrical and
radio apparatus. Lissen grid leaks also
always attracted -me for their uncannily
close adherences to specification.

use, however. -

At the same price of 4s. the same ,people
supply an H.F. Choke, a neat, well -made
and finished component which operates well.

Its design is good and its self -capacity is
really very low.
THE BURNDEPT H.F. CHOKE.

The criticisms made from time to time
in this page are almost invariably received

by the manufacturers concerned in the

The new

Lewcos

S.F. Choke.

I

I
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF

1929 MODELS

New Complete Range in Metal Cabinets
"Ekco," the pioneers and foremost

fig As primarily " EKCO" consumption from the mains is
practically negligible-" For Efficiency-Ekconomise!"

inventors and manufacturers of

Mains -Power Radio Devices in Great

MODEL D.C.2.F.ro

Britain, have pleasure in announcing
their Brand New Range of Models for
roan, and that all " EKCO" Models
of the value of La io o and upwards

MAINS-

-JJ DRIVE" Receiver is one of
the outstanding achievements of
the new season and is easily the
soundest, the simplest and the

through your local dealer.
cAll models are contained in very

attractive metal cabinets of an

artistic crystalline dark -brown finish

having the appearance of quality
leather. The metal case increases

receiver yet

most economical
produced.

efficiency by its " shielding " properties and eliminates any danger of fire.
The output sockets are protected

Write now for the new illus"A trated " EKCO" Booklet post
free, giving full details.

and all terminals and leads heavily insu-

MODEL D.C.4.E.6o

MODEL A.C.2.E.IO

" EKCO'

in The_

are obtainable on easy payments

lated, ensuring absolute safety conforming

to the latest I.E.E. recommendations.

TRICKLE CHARGER

SillgAIP CI 11 lid
Valve
PRICE COMPLETE A C inclusive of
and Royalty
D.C.

A. C. Rectifica-

Model.

tion

Voltage Tapping,s

H.T. UNITS.

Current Output.
10 MILL1AMPS
valve sets,

60 or 90 or 120

9

6

Valve

60
120

Valve

,9

,.

£2

10

20 MILLIAMPS

sets, or those
than 20
For to 5 valve
not More
reoutring

1 V A.20

3F13.20

milliaMps

120 fixed
30 fixed
60
120

£2

18

o

0-120 var.

£3

Valve

6

5

£7

2

£7

13

E5

var.

°

6

6

£8

«" Power " fixed

6

12

0

0-120

120 fixed

" fixed

0-120 ,

120 M1LLIAMPS

18

120 fixed

" Power
Ga...".......".1.
ti -120 var.

211.60

15

6

12

£3

0-120 var.

1V.60

6

£7

powerfixed

sets or those

8

Metal
Rectifier

120 fixed

valve
than 60
For 1 to 10not
more
requiring
milliamps

6

£6

Westinghouse

.f600 nice:

60 MILL1AMPS

13

6

1VB.20

4F.60

6

0

0-120 var.

3F A.20

0 13
£,It

a
30e60

2F.10

6

El

or thoe

For 1 to 3 not more than

1F.10

17

15
\

Valve

200 fixed

t9

Super -Power

15

£2

i'V'19
r. 100 fixed Power.
UNIT.
H.T. C-120 vato 21.
G.B. up
LPOW ER60 milliamps.
'6 amo.

12

6

\ :leteasitiRrige,11toiutis:r
1..T. up to
6
A !-£3 12
lators from
accum
ER.
6
volt
2, 4 or
TRICKLE-CHARD
continuously
Charges
Mains at arno
T.500
Valve
For To and 2°
railliarg____
21VGInssI5V:It:):;e1s:
UNITS.
Units.
in,niame
Od.
to
D.
RECTIFIER
Gns.'VZ`e:Inchl:,;;Zis in Use..
19
rouge
For attaching
mains
Valve
supply
unit
R.20
Focus e on A.C.
set where a power
'Phones from
R.60
o
RECEIVER.
Loud -Speaker
-DRIVE 3 -VALVE
for isolating
MAINS
TRANSFORMER,
ISOLATING

CAA

I

f,)

I

STANDS 48 49 & O.;

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, OL YMPIIA

F.K.CQLE STD, Dept. A., "EKCO" WORKS, LONDON RD., LEIGH -ON -SEA.
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1T is an undoubted fact that the majority

* -0- 4-0

1 of we scientific' amateurs accept _technical terms and means of expression

away from the overcrowded plate of the

components.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

condenser, through the external circuit, on
to the lower plate of the condenser. This
plate, however, will quickly become overcrowded, and so the electrons will rush

*

back again on to the upper plate.

You may say, however, that an accumuStrictly
speaking, this is not the case. An accumu-

outside circuit is arranged suitably, with
a rapidity of many thousands of times per
second until the energy of the electrons is
frittered away by resistance losses in the

Some interesting facts concerning
one

without very closely examining the accuracy
of their derivation. For instance, who has

not met with the amateur "who is ready
to state do matically that the radio con-,
denser is r piece of apparatus which

of the most vital of radio

condenses electricity ?

lator is a storer of electricity.

not act in the manner which its name

lator does not store electricity as such.
What it really does is to convert the

The real truth of the matter, however, is
that, strictly speaking, the condenser does

One of its properties is that of
storing an electric charge, but there is a
difference between a storing agent and a
implies.

electrical current into a form of potential
chemical energy which is reconverted into
electrical energy when the accumulator

condensing contrivance. It may, however,

be supposed that

the condenser

-

obtained its name

originally from the

fact that its elec-

about the middle

was supposed to
consist of an in-

A thorough grasp of the principle underlying the action of this simple device will
enable the amateur to understand the
working of any form of radio or electrical
condenser which he may subsequently
come across. Let us examine it in detail,

visible and intan-

therefore.

gible fluid.

A Condenser at Work.

tury,

at which

period electricity

Thus,

it will require no

effort of the

imagination to
visualise the man-

ner in which the
Fig. 1.-One of the earliest

condensers, a Leyden jar
constructed about 1785.

new 1 y -discovered

storer of electrical

charges was
thought to

exercise a true condensing action.

The earliest forms of condensers con-

sisted of a vessel containing water into which

dipped a brass chain. An electrical charge
was imparted to this crude condenser by
placing the end of the chain in contact with
a frictional electric machine, as the reproduction of the old print, Fig. 2, will show.
The Leyden Jar.

Then came the well-known Leyden jar,
consisting of a glass cylinder coated inside

and out with tinfoil, a metallic chain
again making contact with the interior of
the device. One of the earliest Leyden jars

This surging backwards and forwards of
the overcrowded electrons gives rise to an.

graph, Fig. 3.: It consists merely of two

metallic discs placed in close proximity to
each other. Note, however, that the discs
are not touching. There is an insulating
air space between them. Here, therefore,
we have the essentials of a true condenser,
to wit, two metallic plates separated by an

of the 18th cen-

circuit.

is discharged.
A condenser, on the other hand, is a true
storer of electrical charges. The simplest
form of - condenser is shown in the photo-

trical storing capabilities formed the
first -known of its
several valuable'
properties.
The electrical
condenser, it will
b e remembered,

was invented

This
sequence of events will occur, provided tho

insulating medium (termed the " dielectric ") which may consist of air, mica,
paraffin wax, and so on.

plates separated by air and close together.

oscillating current, and it is this property

of the condenser which makes it of so much
value for radio purposes.
The Radio " Varlible."
In the variable radio condenser the

areas of the opposing plates can be varied
at will, and with this variation we have a
complete control of the capacity or storing
properties of the condenser. Thus it is
obvious that we obtain, also, a control over
the rapidity with which the electrons
rush from one set of plates of the condenser

It is known nowadays that an electrical
charge simply consists of an accumulation

of electrons -those

Fig. 3.-The fundamentals of a condenser-two

to the other. And so we govern the frequency of the oscillatory current to which
the condenser gives rise.

almost infinitesimally
minute particles of
matter which enter

into the constitution

of the atom. When

these electrons are set
in motion along a conductor we get the
phenomena associated

With an electric current.
Let us deal with the

stationary accumulation of these electrons,
however.
Suppose the condenser is charged from

some external source

so that there

is an

accumulation of electrons on, say, the
is shown in the illustration, Fig. 1, and even _ upper plate. Under
this article was capable of storing up a these conditions the
considerable electrical charge.
.lectrons will rush

Fig. 2.-The discovery of the condenser. Imparting to a water condenser an
electrical charge from a friction machine.
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Relay for L.T. & H.T.
sets. Also supplied for
L.T. & H.T. Eliminator
and All Mains sets.

This component brings
you wireless all over
the house,

Increase the enjoyment and comfort
of good reception. Don't have a good
set and restrict it to one room.
Reception from your set can take
place in every room in the house,
independently, simultaneously,

without interference if you fit a Lotus
Remote Control.
Prices :

Complete outfit for 2 rooms for
a set using L.T. Accumulator
and H.T. Battery, including r
Lotus Relay, 2 Filament Control
Wall Jacks, 2 Jack Plugs and
21 Yards Special 4 -strand
du
wire ..
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for
set using L.T. Accumulator Aci
and H.T. Eliminator
.. `20
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for
any make of circuit using
All from the Mains set .. 47/6
In each case, each additional room,
716 extra.

You can wire two rooms yourself in
a cost of a few

half an hour at

Ask your retailer for a
FREE BLUEPRINT or send a postcard to the makers.
shillings.

All radio dealers sell the

minus,
REMOTE cotortot-

Made by the makers of the Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holder, Lotus Vernier Coil Holder, Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., LIVERPOOL
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with the coil, putting the aerial from off the
end of the coil on to the centre tapping.
".Results, however,

are no better than

previously, and perhaps I am expecting too
much from the coil ; . but a friend tells me
that there is some system of using the centre tapping as a crystal -tap instead of as an
aerial -tap, and I am wondering if that would

give .me better results than the way I have
it at present.
" Can you tell me if this is possible, and if
so, how I cap alter any set so as to use the

All Editorial Ccmmunications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Tallis House, Tains Street, London, E.C.4.

centre -tap for -the crystal
The Editor will be pleased to consetler articles and
pliotographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and pholos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must he sent with every article.
.411 inquiries concerning advertising rates
etc., to be
addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John II.
Lile, .Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from
time to time.in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimentarwork, carried out with
a view to improving the technique of, wireless
receivers. As much of the information given
in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent
in tke radio world, some of the arrangementi and
specialities described may he the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

"
The alteration is very easily made, and it 15 quite
probable that it will improve reception in your case.
All that you have to do is to open up the set and to
undo the wire which goes from one side of the crystal

to the variable condenser, coil and to the aerial
,

terminal.

Leave the aerial terminal, coil and variable condenser connected together, but undo the wire'to the
crystal from these, and in' its place put._ a flexible

lead with a spade terminal on to that side of the
crystal. Then all you have to do is to connect the

aerial to the old aerial terminal and connect the new
flexible connection to the centre tap on the coil.
If you have more than one specimen of crystal on
hand you should try them all, because it sometimes
happens that while the centre tap does not seem to

make so much difference to one specimen it may
improve reception considerably with another.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
SAFETY DURING THUNDERSTORMS.

S. 0. A. (Runcorn, Cheshire).-" I am told

that one of the simple earth arresters 'Costing
only a couple of shillings is a good safeguard
during thunderstorms. As I am nervous

about thunder can you tell me if this is so,

and how it works ? "
The arrangement of an earth arrester Is simply

that of two or more metal plates connected,to earth
and aerial respectively, but separated by a very small
air gap. The instrument is placed at the point where

the aerial enters the house and the earth wire goes
straight from it into the ground.
If, the aerial became charged during a thunderstorin the electricity would spark directly across this
small gap to earth, instead of taking the comparatively,
much longer pathway through the receiving instrument, which world thus be protected by the provision of an alternative path outside the house.

up the moving -coil loud speaker I have found

A CENTRE -TAPPED COIL FOR
CRYSTAL SET.

hardly noticeable, but which is now quite
distinctly present. From what I have read
about the matter I fancy. it is due to stray

E. R. W. (Cowley, nr. Oxford).- " I
have a cheap little' crystal set with a plug-in
coil and a variable condenser for tuning, but
I thought I should like to improve it, so I got
one of the new centre -tapped plug-in coils
instead of the ordinary old-fashioned type. I

DISTORTION DUE TO STRAY H.F.

N. G. (Beeston, Notts.).-" Since I fitted

(what I always believed to be the case) that

I am getting a little distortion on certain

notes which, on my previous loud speaker - was

H.F. getting through to the L.F. side.

" Do you think this can cause distortion, and

if so what is the stunt of connecting a grid
leak in series as a sort of an H.F. stopper,? "

It is quite possible for stray H.F. to affect reproduction in this way, and we should think it is what

connected up as shown in the directions given

00olt
4.
C loot

TENSION

(Continued on page 880.)
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" Atlas "

the only cost - the current

eats
it/

niedia:tely banish all worry

Send a postcard to -day for

D.C. MODEL 10.

By

installing

an

Battery Eliminator you im-

so far as H.T. is' concerned.
The special design of these

eliminators ensures perfect

freedom from ripple or hum.

The first cost is practically

consumed being

negligible.

Brochure No. 32, which con-

tains particulars and prices
of all "Atlas" Battery
Eliminators for Direct and

Alternatingeurrent. Post Free

For Direct Current.

Price

£3. 15.0

BATTE RY
ELIMINATOR
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD.
" Atlas '

Works, Old Trafford, MANCHESTER

Suit-

able for 20o/256 volt mains.
One fixed tapping a20 V. and
one variable tapping o,'Ioo v.

I OR DIRECT CURRENT

-
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SEPT.
22nd to 29th

`YOU MAY
ORAW A BLANK
BUYING unknown and untested condensers is like taking a " Lucky Dip."
You may be lucky and secure a prize.

But you may draw a blank! You can't tell a
good condenser from a bad one by looking
at them. You buy on trust.

That's why it will always pay you to buy
T.C.C. condensers instead of unknown condensers which may cost a copper or two less.
T.C.C. Condensers are carefully made and
exhaustively tested. They have behind them
a 22 -year -old reputation for minute accuracy
and unfailing reliability.
You can buy T.C.C. condensers with
confidence.
Specified for the

Cossor "Melody Maher"

RADIC)
EXHIBITION
THE NATIONAL

SEPT.

2219
TO

29TY

OLYMPIA&

ADMISSION

DAILYUe
TUESDAY

SEPT15.
UP TO 5.Pt.1

I1At.4.T.10P.m. DANCING

Organised by The Radio Manufacturers' Association

T.C.C.
Ad" lekdrank Conc'enser Co., Ltd., Wales -Farm Rd., N. Acton London. WI
;U80
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You can very easily cheek up the individual

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

voltages by means of the voltmeter in this way, and
we recommend the use of a plug and five sockets.
SO a flexible lead.v When the voltmetei is put in a
convenient
allyou have to do is to connect
(Continued from page 878.)
lip as follows. Join its negative terminal to L.T.
negatfve permanently. Join its positive terminal to
is happening in your case. The " H.F. stepper." is, a plug by means of a flexible lead.
certainly a very simple method orbVereeming this
Then join one socket to the positive leg of each
difficulty, and it is extremely easy to insert.
valve holder. Another socket to the positive. L.T.
All that yomhave.to do is,...to.hreak the gsid.lead 'terminal, -and finally. one dummy socket into which
from the grid socket of the L.F. valve bolder which
you can plate the plug when the meter is not in use.
you suspect (generally the first), and place,the grid' In order to check either the L.T. battery voltage or
leak (which should have' a value of about quarter the voltage across the various valves, all that is
megohm) in series at. this point. ' Matte to say -that
necessary is to place the plug in the appropriate
one, end of the new," grid dc,ok " should be con:
socket and depress the voltmeter key.
netted to the grid, and the other end shoultd,be connected to ell the other-apparattis which was 'proVi" A GRADUAL WEAKNESS AND

ously connected to the grid socket of the valve.,
holder.

It will then function as an H.F. stopper.

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.
sr" (Cardiff).-"It is an American
" SE(

..

A is connected

to the plate of, the valve (anode) and B being connected to H.T. positive which, in America, is called
" B -battery " positive.
C and G are the secondary terminals, C being con-

nected to grid bias negative. In America the grid
bias battery is called the " C -battery." The remaining terminal, " 0," is taken to the grid of the

-

If, however, one' or :other of the various forms of
loose coupling the aerial are employed, or a small
aerial is used, or a freely oscillating valve, it is quite

possible for the set to oscillate without the use of
reaction, even when the circuits are not exactly in
tune with one another. The simplest method of
effecting a cure is by the use of a potentiometer,
which can be fitted as follows :
Examine the grid of the first valve. You will see

valve.

VOLTMETER CONNECTIONS.

B. A. G. (Hartlepool).-" In order to keep
a watch on quality -I want to fit up a voltmeter, so that _I can check the exact voltage
on any valve whilst the set is operating. I
have a suitable voltmeter and I could easily
modify the set a little if you could tell me the
connections for this. What I should like is a
flexible lead with a plug or else a switch arm
and socket. Something cheap and easily
manipulated, and not too difficult to fix."

that it is connected to one side of a coil and one side
of a variable condenser. The other sides of these two
components are joined together and connected either
to earth or to the filament circuit.
Disconnect the wire snaking this connection and,
instead, still keeping the condenser joined to the coil,
take a lead to the centre or movingarm of potentio-

This trouble's cause largely depends upon the set
which is being used, to which you do not refer. In a
simple crydat set, for instance, a general falling off

in signal strength may be caused by the crystal

becoming insensitive, or by the cat's -whisker needing
replacement.

meter. The remaining two contacts on the latter
must now be connected across the filament terminals

Another likely cause is rust inside the telephone

of the H.F. valve holder.
If the set now tends to howl or oscillate, it may be
stabilised by moving the potentiometer arm towards
the positive end. A point will be found where the set

diaphragms, and for this reason it is advisable gently
to wipe telephones which are worn forlong periods.

Ina valve receiver such falling off can often be
traced to the aerial -earth system but, failing this,
it is almost certainly due to dirty contacts or to the
valve giving out owing to having been " over -run."
The cause of this latter fault is the application of too
much filament voltage.
Another cause may be battery deterioration. If

The came of the trouble is really the tact that the
H.F. valve is provided with a grid and anode circuit
tuned to the same wave -length, and the interelectrode capacity of the valve is sufficient to cause the
set to oscillate violently. -Ina great many of the oldfashioned simple tuned-apodeaeta the aesial and earth
were connected straight across the grid circuit of th"
high -frequency valve, and with such connections fife

damping of a fair-sized aerial Would be guile sufficient
to " hold the set down."

FALLING OFF."
G. F. N, (Hartlepool).-" All I want to know
is what is the cause of the gradual falling off
-in the strength of the signals ? "

low -frequency transformer, and I should like
to try it, Nit I'am a bit uncertain, about the
connections as -'insttal of - being marked
" primary, - secondary," es- plate,"- ete.,
it is simply 'marked A.. B, Q.. and G. What
do thesei letters mean ? "
A and B are the primary terminals.

in step. What would be the cause of that
in a simple tuned anode ? "

stops oscillating, and the best position for general
reception is one such that the set has just ceased to
'

either the low-tension or the high4ension battery

fails to supply sufficient voltage to the set reception
is bound to suffer. (Sometimes the fault shows itself
only in the falling off in strength of reception, but

generally battery deterioration shows itself more
positively by causing howling and instability or by
a series of crackles which ruins reception.)

TROUBLE FROM TUNED ANODE.
T. I. T. (Chichester).-" It is a two -valve' set,

the H.F. valve being on the tuned - anode
principle. But what I cannot make out is

that it is extremely unstable and the set will
oscillate as soon as the 'tuning seems to be

oscillate.

CURING HOWLING.

W. B. G. (West Bromwich).-" When tort
the last valves are switched in I get a sort of
L.F. howl. I know that this sometimes happens When two L.F. transformers are used, but

I have been given to understand that in this
particular design the trouble has been overcome. What do you think may be the cause

of it and how shall I set about putting it
right ? "

We should first of all test, the H.T. battery to make
sure that it is in perfect condition. If large condensers

'(Continued on page 882.)
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THERE
THERE ARE UNHEARD BEAUTIES
IN YOUR GRAMOPHONE RECORDS!

pE RH APS you possess a really fine
granittiphliae, arid no doubt many of the

latest electrical process records. 1Maybe
you think it impossible to_ improve upon the

fine reproduction of these wonderful records . .
but just play them with the BURNDEPT Electric
Soundhox ! You'll- be delightedly astonished by
the .previcusly unheard beauties of Your records

PRICE £1:0:0

-rich, full harmonies, chords, and the highest
and lowest notes of the musical scale. You'll

BURND
ELECTRIC SOUND -BOX
Publication No. 127

GRAMOPHONE

flexible wire.

to get the best out of

flexible wire for
to
connecting
Soundbox.

4/ -

Soundbox.

8/6

ADAPTER:
For plugging -in

to any receiver.
With 9 -ft. twin

Offices :

gives Complete instructions and Circuit Diagrams, together with
practical advice on how

Gramophone Recordsit is sent out with each

VOLUME
CONTROL
With 2 -ft. twin

Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3

London Showrooms :

15,

ItrillFASIefieS11"1116"0111e411141W
0

Bedford

Street,

Strand,

W.C.2

be convinced that Ole new BURNDEPT device
_does improve your gramophone reproduction !
You merely fit the BURNDEPT Electric Sound`box in place of the ordinary one, and connect
to your wireless set-that's all. _There is no
surface noise with this device, and the tonal
purity is unequalled - even by three times
more costly attachments.
The Radio Corporation of Zurich
the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox to broadcast
gramophone records. This is specially interesting, as the
An unexpected tribute :
use

is praetically
reproducing devices !

Sousulbox

a

new -comer among_ record.
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tyle
In the wireless cabinets of

V. C. Bond are combined all

the knowledge of wireless
experts with the crafts-

manship of experienced
workmen. They are stylish
because of their careful
design and efficient because
of their sound construction.

If the cabinet you need is
not illustrated in our free

.)er

list we can make one to
veer special order.

This combined bedroom
chair and trouser press,

another V. C. Bond production, is the symbol of
silent service. It is both an

artistic piece of furniture
and an unobtrusive servant.
For free illustrated particulars of cabinets and

THE

chairs write or 'phone to
Actual Manufacturers :

BArr,.

11. C BOND 6 SONS
61, The Grove, Mare Street,
HACKNEY, LONDON, E.8.
'Fhone : Clissold 0883.

1/4441.4044..

'Grams : VeeCeeBee," Hack. Louder.
Established 1859.

Better sets are built
by components bearing
this mark-

WEA ZI

TO -0414,
Better

I!

than

ever

-at a Lower Price

advantage of these NEW

TAKE
PRICES and secure a battery

which will give the Steady and

comPomi- TS

Persistent Service for which
BATTERIES

SIEMENS

are

famous throughout the world.

New Prices of

Set of Four Coils for the TWIN WAVE 4 30/ 7/6
Screen - - - for the TWIN WAVE 4
Valve Holder - for the TWIN WAVE 4 2/6

POPULAR TYPE

Anti -capacity Change -over Switch H.F. Choke

-

Size No. 1200

Standard Wave Trap

-

-

-

-

-

-

6/6
10/6

(Green Label)

60 volts
1202 100 Volts

Power Size for Power Valves
Power

The above are for the TWIN WAVE 4 pubtished in MODERN WIRELESS

H.F. Coil for the MELODY MAKER as
specified by WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Paxolin Former only 4" o/d X 7" long - -

Size No. 1204
15

: 3/
1/21

Insist on the battery
that is definitely

BRITISH MADE
::

60 volts 13/6
Power

8/6
1/4

1206 100 volts 22/8

throughout.

::

Write for latest
Catalogue No. 64i.

grEgREI

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.,

RADIO

740, High Road, Tottenharai, N.17.
Phones: Totterzham 3847 &' 3948.

8/-

13/.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
3

84

BATTERIES
CO..

LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

casting stations," so that if close attention is paid to
the call the two names, pronounced in the Danish

If you will forward to us a complete circuit diagram,

showing the various values of all components, and
if possible the different makes and types, particularly
of the valves, we shall probably be, able to suggest
whether thereis any fault in the circuit which would

fashion, are easily identified.

(Continued from page 880.)

IS iT THE SET ?

are easily available we should, certainly shunt each
positive tapping on the H.T. battery with a large
condenserof several mf ds. (The other sides of these
condensers can be connected together and then to
earth.)
Test the grid -bias battery and make sure that it
shows its full voltage. Examine all joints and look

for a point of high resistance in one of the leads.
Clean the wander plugs and their sockets on the
batteries.
It may be necessary to space out the L.F. trans-

account for the distortion. (The charge for this
service is ls. Od.)

T. C. T. (Cardiff).-" I built up the loud

speaker from the set of moving -coil parts, and

THREE PAIRS OF TELEPHONES.
R. E. (Glasgow).-" The little set is so loud

although the results it gives are simply wonderful, there are still bits of distortion occurring which I cannot account for. I am told

on one pair of telephones that I am con-

that this may bo due to_ the set itself not

vinced I should be able to work three pairs.
Anyhow, I am going to put three pairs in, but

being perfect, but I certainly never noticed

what I do not know is whether to connect
them in series or in parallel."

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

formers or to turn one of them so as to place its core
at right angles to the other. In some cases an effec-

In nearly all cases it is better to connect 'phones
in series with one another, so,. as a rule, we recommend this. Nevertheless, as it is easily done, you

SPECIAL.

tive cure is to earth the case of the transformer.

VALVE NUMBER

Finally, it may be adVisable to reverse the two leads
which go to the secondary of the last transformer.
Do not ttsc valves with too high a magniffeation
factor. As a Last resource you can connect a resistance

can try connecting them in parallel if they are all

of the same kind, as there are certain cases in which
such a connection is an improvement.

Next -Week's issue of 'POPULAR
WIRELESS will be' a special

of about 100.000 oluns across one or both of the

secondary windings. In extreme cases the only thing

But We should not bother to do this if one of the pairs

Of !phones is of a lower resistance than the others, as
in such cases connecting In parallel will rob the other
two pairs of practically all their signals.

number devoted to Valves, and
important illustrated articles' on

that one can do is to change one of the transformers
Fir one of another type. This, however, should hardly
be necessary in your case, as you say you are following a standard design, and we feel sure that one or
other of the foregoing will prove effective.

these

accessories

will

appear.

" NOT WORTH LISTENING TO."

C. G. L. (Birmingharn)."At first the set

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

was everything I could wish for, and I used
to really enjoy ,it. But now it is not worth

KALUNDBORG CALLING !

H. P. (Derby).-" Since reading about it in

P.W.' I have become interested in the

Kalundborg Station in Denmark.

What is

'the wave -length of this station, is it as power-

ful as our own 5 X X, and how can it be
identified ? "
The Kalundborg (Denmark) station, which

Is

situated at an approximate distance from London of
540 miles, has a wave -length of 1,153'8 metres. Its
power is 7'5 kw., which is less than one-third of
Daventry's power.
The station uses three strokes of a gong both at the
beginning and close of announcements, and as the
Copenhagen station, which works on a wave -length
of $37'4 metres (that is to say, upon ordinary wave-

it up, and I think it is

" If, however, you think it is the set that
is wrong, can I send you a diagram with the
part somewhere ? "

Even although you never heard any distortion on

your previous loud speaker, it is quite likely that
after the moving -coil speaker is installed a number of

" Here are the Kalundborg and Copenhagen broad-

offender and not the speaker at all.

what is happening in your case-the set being the

The "

rrowtt "

0,0

scandal for a set

What can I do abOut it ?

.You will be surprised to know, C. G. L., that we
do not think your set has ",gone off " in the slightest,
since it is very, very,seldom that' a wireless set de-

teriorates as you suppose. What does happen is
that the batteries rim down, or some other small
replacement is _necessary.
Apparently this is where you have failed to maintain the set and onto you give it a good battery or
whatever it is it needs you will find that the set itself
-is really in perfect condition, in all probability.
The commonest cause of poor results of the kind
you mention is the H.T. battery running down, and
(Continued on page 884.)

_--'-

14-2,idtc,

Mascot Loud Speaker
Price . . £4 10 0

ii

which costs so much money to go off like this.

various values I have got, so that you can
suggest whether I may be using the wrong

opening and closing announcements always include
the names of both these stations.

In effect the words used by the announcer are

" I paid over eight 'pounds - for it, apart
from the aerial' and all the trouble of putting

is wrong.

faults will show up which were .not audible before.
The truth is that the reproduction from the moving coil loud speaker is so good that it shows up -faults
in the set in a way that other loud speakets do not;
and we should think that it is very likely that this is

lengths), relays the Kalundborg programme, the

listening to.

this distortion on my other speaker. (Before
the moving coil.) So I think that that

,sz.

In the Argentine (land of the "Pampas")
On the great cattle ranges the
" ritOWn " Loud Speaker is

treasured beyond price,it brings

laughter and song to lonely

lives. In the cities too it is knowrt

and valued, for the Argentines
are a musical people ; the best

only satisfies their taste.

All the world over the
"Mrowit-

sets and maintains
the standard of Loud Speaker
reproduction. Wherever perfection is required; there is

"Zrown."

They listen to the

Advt. S. G Brown. Ltd., Western Avenue. North Act" Load" 141.1

kr7a, 55'47
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A New Transformer
by Igranic

THIS new Igranic Transformer upsets
all former ideas of value. The
discovery of a super -efficient new
iron circuit has enabled the Igranic

engineers to design a transformer of less
than one half the weight and size of other
transformers that approach its performance and, consequently, with a much
lower price.

The new iron circuit in the Igranic L.F.
Transformer, Type " J," has the effect of
giving a high primary inductance with a
small winding, the interwinding capacity
being therefore reduced to the minimum
consistent with maximum coupling. The
result is that the amplification of all notes
between Zoo and g,000 cycles is practically
constant, the low notes being reproduced
with all their natural mellowness and the

IGRANIC

L.F. TRANSFORMER

high notes with complete freedom from

Type "J"

For complete particulars of this
wonderful new transformer write
for List No. R95. A free copy of

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

resonances.

" Selected

Ratios

Circuits,"

by

H.

J.

Barton Chapple, B.Sc., will also

3:1 and 6:1

be sent you.

'131#111?

IELECTRIC

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Stands 53, 54 & 75
While at Olympia
Come and hear Igranic apparatus

demonstrated at
28 West Kensington Garden
(adjoining Olympia)

Works: Etz.dford,
Branches :MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, BIRMINGHAM, LEEDS, GLASGOW, BRISTOL, CARDIFF
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accumulator ? "

this can be tested with a voltmeter by a dealer. Remember that hot weather is always somewhat against batteries, especially if they are exposed to sunlight,
and consequently a type of battery which lasts two
months in the summer may give service for three or
even four mouths in the cooler part of the year.

TENSION
HOW "CONSTANT POWER PRESSURE" MAKES AMAZING
DIFFERENCE IN RECEPTION I Enjoy the marvellous purity

and quality of tone made possible only by the unvarying
even flow of current from this super Wet H.T. Battery.
Positively permanent I Lasts for years I The secret-it
recharges itself over night. Send for free booklet which
tells you all you want to know. SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY,
Unlbloc Cabinet. 96 volts, 8/1 down and five monthly payments of 8/1. Cash £2 . 6 . 5. HALFORD'S CYCLE STORES
and all RadioDealerscan supply on the same deferred terns
The Wet H.T.Battery Co. (A), Head Offices, Showrooms
and Warehouse, 184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.1.
Stockists: Woolworth's, MelfOrd's Cycle Stores, e: Wireless Dealers
RADIO EXHIBITION

Stand No. '1 (immediately on right of main entrance)

TA

-1111.1-1-1\

trolyte which not only permeates the wood itself

but flows into the slots provided, down which it can
penetrate freely.
An advantage of this type of separator is that by
completely separating the negative from the positive
plates it absolutely prevents little pieces of dislodged
metal from one set of plates getting on the other, and

LOOKING AFTER THE L.T. BATTERY.

0. F. C. (Dundee).-" I cannot afford to

pay for an expensive voltmeter, and I am told
that the cheap ones are no good. Is there not

thus setting up local action, which is such a great
source of trouble in cells of this kind.

anything that I can buy to check the con-

dition of my accumulator with ? I do not
want to spend more than a few shillings and
I should like to be able to keep an eye on it."

BLAMING THE VALVES.

T. T. (Stamford, Lines.).-" I cannot blame
the valves because I can clearly see the
filament of each one, underneath the silver
coating (by a bit of mameuvring), and in all
cases they glow quite satisfactorily. What do

Even a cheap voltmeter will give you good comparison between a battery which is well charged and
one which is discharged, but unless you wish there is
no need to use a voltmeter for such a test. The condition of the accumulator can be ascertained quite as

Transformers 5/-.

containing three floats into which the acid from the
accumulator is drawn by means of a bulb, rather like
a fountain -pen filler. The condition of the battery
can be determined by which one of the three floats

MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

=

M BMW

HEADPHONES REPAIRED

Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Clerkentoell 1795.
Discount for Trade.

you think would be the cause of these results ?
You say you cannot blame the valves, and we
cannot blame you for saying so. But, nevertheless,
it probably is one of the valves causing the trouble
you describe.
Just because the filament is intact it does not
necessarily mean that the valve is O.K. As you have
had these a long time we should certainly get them
tested for emission, etc., either by a qualified dealer
or by sending them to the manufacturers for test.

!M11111111111111111MMIMIMMIIMMIIIIIMIIIIIMMIMMMIed

OAK CABINETS. Melody Maker, 151-; Master 3, 15/-: Everyman Four, 18/6; Bageboards
included. Portables from 30/-; Hand -made and
French Polished. Rubber feet. Crated and carriage paid. Any typo supplied. GILBERT,

CARE OF THE L.T. BATTERY.

A. H. R. (Sheffield).-" Not having had

anything to do with electricity before I should
be very glad of some hints on the care of the
L.T. battery. What are the chief points to
watch ? "

Is Your Set " Going Good "

" TROBIRA "
108 -v., assembled in THE 90 -v. -(improved typal

for 2 valves, 21/3.
40/3.. SO EXTRAS........... CARRIAGE PAID.
lid. stamp brings booklet, Etl. cell, 1/- full range
of samples. TROMBA ELECTRICAL W. CO..

French polished case,

1 Phone: Maids Fele 1569. 13, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.S

REEE DON'T WAIT imm
iter

BUILD YOUR SET NOW:
EVERYTHING WIRELESS
ON
aEASY PAYMENT TERMS
First Monthly Payment Secures Delivery.
Oa at our showrooms or send list of require -

IN meats. Best monthly terms quoted by RETURN 01

P.D.P. Co.. Ltd.. Dept. P.,

=

QUERY DEPARTMENT :4

NEWPORT STREET. SWINDON.

Far the Wir

" P.W." TECHNICAL

Phone: City9846.

Perhaps some

mysterious noise has

L:

appeared and is spoiling your radio =
reception 7-Or one 'of the batteries
H.

If you are fortunate enough to know o' a really

good service station for L.T. batteries, yon accumulator will be automatically kept in condition by this
charging station. The actual condition of the whole

seems to run down much faster than E

formerly ?---,Qr you want a Blue Print
Whatever your radio problem 'May be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped H
B to assist our readers, and offers an a-

battery and its separate cells should be checked

there by experts who know just how to cure any little
troubles that may arise.

:47:

ET.

:a-

The symptoms by which the condition of a cell
are tested are the voltage and the specific gravity.

The voltage is tested by means of a voltmeter,

unrivalled service.

E Full details, including a revised scale of

before, during, arid after the charging, and also while
the accumulator is discharging.
Similarly the specific gravity of the electrolyte is
tested during the various stages of charging and discharging, and if the tests are scrupulously carried out
the slightest disorder in the cells will be detected -at
its very beginning.
The chief points watched in a charging station, apart
from the rates of charge, etc., are :

P..

charges, can be obtained direct from E
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," Fleotway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.,4_

A postcard. will do : On receipt of this an
-2

Application Form- will be sent to you
f ree and post free, immediately. This

application' will place you under Eo
L-1
obligation whatever, but having the

(a) " Topping up " the cells (distilled water

El

F.:
-HI

formation we require to have before us
in order to salve your. Problems.

(b) Scrupulous cleanliness of the connections is
well fitting, the terminals coated with petroleum
jelly to prevent them being attacked by the acid,
essential, The connecting bars should be tight and

and in general the battery should be kept clean, cool
and dry.
(c) The little filling plugs should always be placed
back in, position after the electrolyte has been tested
or renewed, and it is Important that the small holes

E---

&11011H111111111111111=11111111M111111111111101HIHOUJOIIIIH5

ALL SPORTS

fOCaliALL
1926-29
AI L THE

FIXTURES

ALLTliE TEAMS

LAST SEAS0115

RESULTS

ca
it- NOW
41.1041

Everyone interested in Soccer MUST have this
book. You'll find everything you wont to know
about the neiv, season's games. Be sure to
ask for ALL SPORTS FOOTBALL ANNUAL,
SSSSS 1130262,1240.1.929690,

is

used to make up for any losses of the acid solution
due to evaporation).

g_

form yob Will know -exactly what in-

Get YOUR Copy NOW

Being

absorbent and resilient the wooden sheets can hold
the plates securely in place and at the same time
supply free access to ttle plates for the liquid elec-

only a few shillings.
One form of hydrometer is a graduated glass tube

)1PERMANENT 'XIV° SUPPLY.

Cheapside, E.C.2.

tances -and properly isolated from each other.

accurately by means of a hydrometer, which costs

ALA. ,ia11.0,..a.

121.

Wooden sheets used in an accumulator are merely
separators, to -keep the metal plates at correct, dis-

'

EVEN

1111

P. T. D. (Clifton, nr. Manchester),-" Whit
is the object of the wooden plates used in an

(conti, ?led from page 882.)

AT

,

WHY WOOD ?

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

rises to the surface of the fluid. full instructions for
the use of a hydrometer generally being given with
each instrument.
This is a very reliable method' for ascertaining the
condition of an accumulator and is certainly- to be

in the plugs (arranged for allowing gasses, etc., to
escape), should not become blocked up.
About every twelve months the old electrolyte
'

should be poured away and replaced by new electrolyte of the correct specific gravity.

recommended for use in your case.

HIGH -RESISTANCE VOLTMETER.

CRYSTAL -SET RESULTS.

" CRYSTAL " (Winslow, Bucks).-" What is

L. A. W. (Lines.).--" What advantage has
a high - resistance voltmeter over an equally

the cause of weak results on my crystal

meter ? "

weak results, sinless details are given of the kind of
reception that is now being experienced, and how it
differs from the normal reception.
For instahcejs your set always weak now, or is it

good or equally expensive low - resistance

The advantage of a high - resistance instrument
can best be explained in the following way. Any
voltmeter, whatever the type, is an instrument for
measuring the pressure or voltage across two particular points. In order to do tlds it has to be
connected across these two points, and the thing to
remember is that as soon as it is connected across the
points in question the mere fact of joining it up is
bound to alter the pressure there, because the voltmeter itself provides another path for the current to
flow.
It will now readily be seen why a high -resistance
voltmeter is better than a low -resistance one. The
former passes but little current between the two
points under test and does not materially affect the
condition prevailing there. But one of low resistance
will be taking a comparatively.high current from the
two points in question, and actually lowers the pressure

which it is desired to measure, and thereby gives a
fictitious and misleading reading.

set ? "
It is very difficult to say what are the causes of

only weak at times ? Did the fault- come on suddenly
or had you noticed it falling off gradaffily ? Unless

some particulars are given it is impossible to make
a huess at what may be the cause of the trouble.
Signals on a crystal set are very seldom weak on
account of anything wrong in the receiver itself, for
any serious trouble there will completely prevent
reception altogether (see also the answer to " Cat
Whisker," Claygate).

CARE OF A' CRYSTAL SET.
" CAT

WHISKER' "

(Claygate,

Surrey).-

" And I am so pleased with the little crystal
set that I want to keep it in good condition.
(Continued on page 886.)
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To Everyone

who between September 1st and 22nd, inclusive, buys a

RIPAULTS SELF -REGENERATIVE H.T.

(the Battery that gives 50% Longer Life)

DRY BATTERY

WE WILL SEND FREE AND POST FREE A

RIPAULTS

HOW TO SECURE YOUR BATTERY
Buy one of the Ripaults batteries listed
below, fill in the coupon and post it
together with your dealer's receipt to
reach us not later than first post Monday,
September 24th, 1928.

BIAS

BATTERY.

RIPAULTS 99 VOLT STANDARD
H.T. DRY BATTERY.
We know that our Batteries are the most efficient ever made, and
we want you also to prove to your own satisfaction that they not
only give 50% Longer Life but enormously increase the quality
of reception of your receiver.
SELF -REGENERATIVE

STANDARD CAPACITY
(Chocolate Label).

60 volt 10 6

VOLT GRID

9

To the sender of the first coupon opened in our mail each morning from
Sept. 3rd to 24th, inclusive, we will also present Free and Post Free a

99 volt 16;'6

DOUBLE CAPACITY
(Blue Label).

45 volt 11 6 60 volt 15,6 90 volt 22 6

FILL IN THIS COUPON.

I hereby certify that I purchased, on the date shown. the
" Ripaults " Self -Regenerative H.T. Dry Battery as covered by the enclosed receipt from my

TREBLE CAPACITY

Local Dealer.

(Orange Label).

NAME

45 volt 15/- 60 volt 19/6 90 volt 29,'6

ADDRESS

QUADRUPLE CAPACITY

Write in BLOCK letters and POST to :-

(Black Label).

RIPAULTS LTD., 1, King's Road, London, N.W.1.

45 volt 18;'6 60 volt 23j6 90 volt 36 6

RIPAULTS SELF -REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES.
Advertisement of Messrs. Ripaults Ltd., 1, King's Road, St. Pancras, London, N.IV.r.
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
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ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Who!e Page £40

Half Page £20

Quarter Page £10

Eighth Page £5

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols, to page) per inch 30/ Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

NO SERIES

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting advertising must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
'Phone :

CITY 7261.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111117

THE NEW
ANTI - M!CROPHONIC

SHOCK ABSORBING

VALVE HOLDER

1'3
The finest value
PRICE

PRICE

1113

obtainable.
Send for Catalogue.

THE FORMO COMPANY,

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLE WOOD, N.W.2.
'Phone Hamp. 1787.

FLUXITE
-simplifies all soldering
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUX ITE in tins, price 8d., 1 4 and 2'8.
Another use for Fluxite - Hardening
Tools and case Hardening. Ask for
leaflets on improved methods.

FLUXITE

LTD.

(Dept. 324)

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

.Qirviammoirt

FLUXITE
SOLDERING
SET-complete

716
or LAMP only 2/6

Popular Wireless, September 1st, l928.
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RADIOTORIAL
:QUESTIONS, AND ANSWERS

E

.(Contiinted from page 884-4

What should I do ? I know that there is no

battery or anything to bother about, but I

COMPONENTS LEND

PERFECTION TO EVERY SET

should be glad of any little help to keep it in
good trim."
There is very little to go wrong with a crystal set.

but nbvertheless there are i' few points about the

remember that I mentioned something of
this kind

year or more ago.

In the current number of " Q. S. T.

and probably do a good deal of damage.
(Telephones are extremely sensitive instruments,
so allpwiping, etc., should be very sarefully done).

deals with 'the acoustic arrangements re-

handled with dirty fingers.
If sensitive spots become difficult to find the crystal
should be broken in order to get a new surface. The
cat's -whisker itself also should not be neglected, and
should be kept sharply pointed, the degree of pressure
upon the crystal itself being varied according to the

pressure which gives best results. The most important proviso of all is to keep contacts clean. If

the set is kept covered over and free from dust and the

foregoing precautions are taken the set will give
continuous satisfactory service.

AERIAL FOR CRYSTAL SET.
S. T. (Handsworth, Birmingham).-" Will
a crystal set give good results worked from a

KEYSTONE PUSH-PULL SWITCH

PRICE 1/3

:;

satisfactory low -frequency filtering systedt,i
attempts have been made to use an entirthlt 1
acoustical filtering arrangement. You luny i

the official organ of the American Radio

It is especially important not to bend the .dia,pliragms of the telephones in an' way. Another
important point is to keep the whole set free from
dust. This is especially true of the crystal itself,
which should be kept as clean as possible and not

PRICE, '0001 - 51- '00005 - 416

: Atii

In view of the difficulties and cost of.

maintenance of this class of receiver *filch are worth
watching., For, instance, the telephones themselves
Should not be worn for very long periods, and then

put away without being wiped gently with a fine
cloth, or otherwise moisture may collect in the diaphragms which will eventually rust the telephones

KEYSTONE MIDGET REACTION
CONDENSER.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Conliiped Tom" page *) , 6 :

Relay League,, is a very interesting article,
entitled,
Acoustic Wave Filters and
Audio -frequency Selectivity." This 'article.,
ferred to above, and although it is intended
more particularly for transmitting experir
menters, it is of interest and importaned-4
receiving experimenters also.
Narrower Wave -Band.

Owing to the fact that the amatettr

transmitting bands in the 'States are to be
narrowed down next year, it is of extreme
importance that a method should be found
for securing greater selectivity. The in.
herent principles of heterodyne reception
are such as to produce interference in the
telephones from signals within an audible
frequency difference from the desired signal,

and there appears to be no simple way of
overcoming this fundamental difficulty by
ordinary radio -frequency means. Electric
band-pass filters may be used at intermediate
or at audio frequencies to cut out unwanted

ticulars of the fall range of KEYSTONE

DON'T FORGET

Co., L T D.,
77, City Rd., London, E.C.1

that next week's issue of
" P.W." is a

quencies appears to be not without promise,
but, of course, assumes the use of the super-

SPECIAL

quencies, as already mentioned, the electric"",!.

Write now for List No. 23, which gives parComponents.

PETO -SCOTT

obk. 5680

WET H.T. BATTERIES'
Solve all H.T. Troubles.
SELF CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL.

JARS (waxed) 2)" X lr as. 1/3 doz.

ZINCS new type lid. doz. SACS 1/2 dot.

Sample doz. (18 rolls), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 413, post 91.
Illus. booklet free.
Sample unit, 6d.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS 301..

2 -VALVE SET AC

P. TAYLOR 57, Studley Road,

AN IE
LS
Bakelite Board
Super

UNBREAKABLE
UNFADEABLE
Made In the following
colours-natural brown,
blackwalnutand mahog.PY. Natural brown 1d.
Per
in. Other surfaces
id. per so. in. Send
postal order to:

'GEO. L. SCOTT & Co. Ltd.

PRICES
Nat.

Col.

filter is expensive, bulky and liable to give
rise to considerable losses.

and special articles by Percy W.
Harris, M.I.R.E., and K. D.

Resonators.

Rogers (our valv3 expert), are
to be included.
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.
frame aerial six miles from a- broadcasting
station 1"

and -166 in. internal diameter.
Naturally,the dimensions of the can and the

NO, a frame aerial is generally unsatisfactory when

used in conjunction with a crystal set. If a good
outdoor 'aerial is not practicable you should use an
indoor aerial of the type which hangs under the
ceiling. Failing that, 'a long wire wound round the
picture rail will give better results than a frame
aerial.

outdoor aerial, and I have been told that I
can use the electric - light mains instead.

3/16" Thick.

would there be any danger from shook in such
circumstances ? "

Rochester Row, S.W.I.

MI Widair

rigal

ilpnry ref. if Not satiqied.

Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

resonators, the dimensions being approximately 21 in. high by
in. in diameter.
The canister is, of course, completely closed
except for a tube passing from the centre of

8x2610/- 11/8
8x30 11/6 13/7

Morris House, 60-26,

The acoustic filter consists of a series of
metal " cans " serving the purpose of

:71111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111911119111111111111111111111

7x14 4/10 5/8 ,..4
USING THE MAINS AS AN AERIAL.
7x18 6/1 7/1
" CITY DWELLER " (London, S.W.9).7x21 7/1 8/4
" As I am placed at present I cannot erect an
8x12 4/7 5/5

8x20 7/9 9/- %

heterodyne principle, whilst at audio -fre-

VALVE NUMBER

STOCKWELL LONDON.

UMW AgyrzAproawrl
7
RTINAX 0

Their use at intermediate fre-

signals.

one end, this tube being about 1 in. long

tube depend upon the acoustic wave -length
to which the vessel is intended to resonate,
" Acoustic Inductance."
The resonator acts like an " acoustic

inductance " in the neck and " acoustic

capacity " in the closed cavity. You would I

expect such a system to oscillate (that is,

the air to oscillate) when excited by a

current of air blown across the mouth of

the neck, and you would expect the natural

of the oscillations to be de- ,

WOuld these be an effective substitute, and

frequency

The results obtainable with an aerial of this kind
can only be ascertained by test, and they are sometimes remarkably good and sometimes disappointing. There is no danger from shock providing that
ordinary care is used, and that one of the specially

matter in further detail, but any of my;?

constructed connectors of reliable make is employed,

the instructions given by the makers being very

termined by the " inductance " of the neck
and the " capacity " of the cavity, which
what is found in practice to be the case.

I have not the space to go into this

readers who are interested will find a full,
account in the August number of "

carefully followed when installing this.

(Continued on page 888.)

bow

STANDARD HIGH TENSION No. 16217 "Daimon" Battery 60 volt with Grid Bias 7/3 each
No. 16219 "Daimon" Battery 100 volt with Grid Bias 12;3 each
BATTERIES with GRID BIAS-,
From all 'good dealers.
Issued by The Mandaw Company Ltd., 9-15, Whitecross Street, London, E.C.r.
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THE September number of MODERN WIRELESS
contains a wonderful wealth of constructional and
informative articles covering every branch of radio.
All the latest news and developments in the world of wireless are discussed in MODERN WIRELESS, the best value
for money ever given by a radio paper.

,

Among the constructional articles should be noted
Mi

THE "CONSTANT" THREE
a set specially designed by Mr. G. V. Dowding, Grad. I.E.E.,
Technical Editor to "M.W.," and giving constant reaction
on its tuning range. Other articles of special interest

include: The "Orchestral" Five-a purity receiver for full
power work, Photographing the Electron Stream, The
"Nobby" One -Valuer, and The "M.W." "All -Power"
Unit. Also a Special "Radio and the Gramophone

.1

.

Supplement."

+

,.1

Price

%

:..'

4

Whether you are a Constructor, Transmitter or Broadcast
Listener, and whatever set you own, be it crystal or
super-het

you must buy
Ign,
Ai.1

,

MODERN WIRELESS
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF

(Continued front papa 886.)

RADIO TESTERS IS

THE DIX-ONEMETER

" StepIeSS " Resistances..

Can be used at 2,500 ohms per volt.

American manufacturers are largely advertising various components, and devices

A Precision Instrument of univer-

sal use, with an ingenious system of
'multipliers which enable full-scale

readings of any value to be made

over a wide range. One millivolt to
2,000 v.. 2 milliamps. to 20 amps., or

50 ohms to 50 megohms.
scale, jewelled knife edge.

Mirror
A £10

de luxe model for 55/,
Charge at home and save
money.
A.C. to D.C. BATTERY
CHARGERS. 100 v. to
200 v. A.C.
Work off a lampholder and

charge a 2-, 4- or 6 -volt
battery up to 6 amps. D.C
Sale at Half Price; £2 10s.

Larger type for 12 -volt Car
Cells, £4. Both fitted plug,
cord and C.Z. Ammeter.
There is a limited number of
these Bargain stock sets available and all are brand new.
THE VIOLINA LOUD SPEAKER

A beautiful £5 5s. cabinet, gives wonderful reproduction over the complete tonal range. This Loud

Speaker de Luxe is'of beautifully polished mahogany.
Price, with Reed producer and cord, 25/.. Magnets
for A.W. M -C Loud Speaker, 3/6.

The famous " VIOLA" Unit is of the latest design
balanced armature, pusb-pull type, giving a
powerful drive from modevate signals and a pen. I A le
feet purity and mellowness of tone unequalled. 11': U

MICROPHONE BUTTONS. Western Electric inset
type, 1/. each. Genuine Skinderviken, 2/. each.
The wonderful units used in the system for amplifying without valves, speech stud music sound
detection. Micro -Stethoscope fitting, 5/ - Reed
Micro Receiver, 8/-. Micro Transformer, 3/6.

Have you one of our Catalogues ? A Radio
Encyclopaedia for 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., London, E. C.4
The Picture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

SURE

Is the only strop dressing that is guaranteed
(or money returned) to give a perfect shaving

edge to any razor, no matter how blunt.

1/- post free.

THE SURE COMPOUND CO.

93, Elthorne Road, London, N.19

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/- Post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

" Repairs " Dept.,
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY.

Eton Primary H T. Battery P I. Porous

Pot Cells, S.I and S.2 Sac Cells. All complete.
1 -cell
6 -cell
12 -cell 30 -cell
P.!
61 d. .. 3/3 .. 5/9
.. 14/.
S.I
6d. .. 3/. .. 5/3 .. 12/..
S2
4.1d. .. 2/6
.
3/10- ..
9/6

Send

intended to be used in connection with

experimental television, although tcic
vision is in much the same state in America
as here. However, by the mass experiments

of a large number of enthusiasts, it cannot
he. doubted that some progress will in due
course be made.

A well-known firm of rheostat manufacturers have introduced a special power
*rheostat, which they describe as" stepless "
-which presumably means that it works on
"the compressed carbon principle or by the

movement of a slider over a linear' resistance element (that is, not in the form of a
winding). This power rheostat is recommended by the makers for controlling the speed of the motor which drives the scanning

disc at the television receiving apparatus.
Distortion.

According to the makers, One of the
tricks in achieving television reception is
the synchronisation of the receiving scanning disc with that of the transmitting end.
This calls for an exceedingly accurate con:
trol of the speed of the motor; otherwise

the image is distorted, much after the
fashion of the image seen in the trick
mirrors at amusement parks, or, worse
still, there is no image at all. Whilst auto-

matic control is possible, it is costly and
complicated at the present time, and it is

'.only adding confusion to the delicate work
of getting strong images."
Owing to the stepless control afforded
by the above -mentioned device, it permits
a variation of speed in fractions of a revolution per minute."
The Kino Lamp.

The same manufacturers recommend the

use of the stepless rheostat in series with
the kino lamp which carries the output of
the television receiver. The kino lamp, or
special luminous tube, translates television
signals into varying light -intensities and

operates in place of the usual loud speaker.
It is connected into the circuit in -a similar
manner to the loud speaker,- except that no
blocking condenser is employed : the con-

denser is omitted because the kino lamp
requires from 160 to 200 volts of direct
current to maintain its normal glow. It is
this glow which is modulated by the signals
from the power valve. The glow increases

or decreases in response to the impressed

current, and it is these changes of brilliancy
which, when seen through the holes of the
revolving scanning disc, provide the luminous

spots that are woven into the image.

d. stamp for booklet giving full

particulars to :-

THE GERMAN
EXHIBITION.

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
46, St Mary's Road, LEYTON, E.10.

KAY'S CABINETS

This Cabinet soundly constructed of
Oak and equipped with Baseboard Stun-

ners. Fall Front, Hinged Top. Polished
rich Jacobean. For panels. up 45/.
to 18 ins. wide.
.
- Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set. Quotations for Specials by return.

Illustrated Lists Free.

Ii.

KAY,

Cabinet Manufacturer,

Mount Pleasant Road, London, 14.15
'Phone: WALTHAMSTOTV 1626.

JP

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

*
ACCORDING to " The Times," the
German Wireless Exhibition, which

is to be held at Witzleben, Berlin,

from August 31st to September 9th, will give

many indications of the relationship cultivated in Germany between broadcasting
and the speaking film. Dr. Stresemann,
the German Foreign Minister, will address

1928.

the guests at the inaugural banquet by

means of a speaking film.
A short time ago, the Berlin broadcasting
programme consisted one evening entirely

of transmissions of the speaking part of

the Tri-Ergon speaking films, prefaced by
speeches by the Reichsrundfunk Kommissar
and a director of the central German broad-

casting organisation, in which attention
was called to the possibility of an archive
of

broadcast

transmissions.

Generally

speaking, the German technical Press is
opposed' to the idea of a " broadcasting
archive," but, in view of the quality of the
reproduction obtained, it is difficult to see
how the objection to this interesting proposal could be upheld in the case of transmissions of exceptional or historic value.
Good Results.

Several Berlin wireless amateurs have
recorded successful reception from Daventry

of pictures transmitted on Captain Fulton's
system. The receiving station of the
" Berliner Tageblatt," which owns a
" Fultograph," obtained in one day, in the
_trying conditions of summer, thirteen clear

pictures, " only slightly disturbed by atmospherics." One of these pictures, of a
horse's head, is published by the newspaper, and in view of the distance of the

transmission the result must be considered
interesting. In common with certain technical circles, the " Tageblatt " is inclined to
criticise the official attitude to picture

Utilitarian considerationsthe lack of broadcasting time and special
wave -lengths, and the possibility of improvements in the existing systems-have
militated against the introduction of any
kind of service, but its attraction in more
transmission.

favourable circumstances is not questioned.

1

" HELLO, AIRIDEOVER TO YOU !"
THERE was much of interest in the recent

aerial war apart from the spectacular
aspect.

Wireless played quite a large part in the

defence of London, and on the second
evening of the war, on a wave -length of
approximately 80 metres, the writer tuned
in signals from several aeroplanes who were
working with Croydon.

The signals were, by no means easy to

follow. For one thing, the exhaust noises

from the 'plane engines rendered speech
difficult to follow, and to make matters

worse, atmospherics on the 80 -metre band
wereparticularly bad.
Bad Distortion.

Whether it is that Croydon badly over modulates, or uses a poor microphone, I

am not in a position to say, but as far as my
results were concerned the speech from this
station was badly distorted.
By rapid manipulation of the dials from

Croydon to the 'planes it was possible to

follow the conversations between them for
the best part of an hour.

At one stage in the proceedings I felt
quite hurt about it when I heard that a

certain 'plane was not able to -attack the
invader, and I am now wondering if that
was why the Air Ministry " went west " !

G. T. K.
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POPULAR WIRELESS

I IDIN 801 FAIIII-1 TC AULIAMIDI"
" Wireless is a mystery to me, so I

let Jackson keep my set in order.
He's a bit of an autocrat insists

on my using Mullard P.M. Valvesbut I give him credit for knowing
what he's talking about.
I get

really wonderful tone and volumeanks to those Mullard Valves.'

Mullard

THE MASTER -VALVE
ADVT

MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Senteillber 1st, 1923.

POPULAR WIRELESS
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UP -TO -DATE COMPONENTS
of

CY-

OUTSTANDING QUALITY

The New Aperiodir,
Tuner for both Medium
and Long Waves.

25/-

Throughout tue history of wireless it
is not possible to find anything eqUal

to the remarkable advance in radio

science embodied -in the new R.I.
and Varley products. r
Difficulties of long standing have been

solved, improvements have been added,

Gramophone Pick-up
employing a .won .' derful new system
ot suspension.

£3 / 3 / o

and in every case our new products
live up to the degree of QUALITY
for which R.I. and Varley koducts.
are famous in nearly every corner of
the globe.
The number of new lines for 1928-x g2g

will be even greater than last year,
and a remarkable degree of success

The New Straight

our advertisements giving particulars

22/6

has been achieved in gramophone"
reproduction apparatus (watch for

Line Four -Terminal
Transformer.

Of gramophone pick-up and grairiophone
amplifier).

A few .of these new lines are already
available to - the - public, and the
reinainder will be marketed before the
National Radio Exhibition, Olympia,
September 22nd-zgth, where they will
be on sview at our Stands Nos: 56 and
73.

Baby Dial, Ratio
14 to 1.

Volume Control.

6/6

4,' -

THE MARK OF

RADIO
BETTER RADIO

Kingsway House : 103, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

Telephone: Ho/born 5303.
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